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The Sahûl Chronicle
Turn 12 Published by the Printers Guild of Zadres 1506–1510 SA

Free Companies & Errantry &c.

Red Dragon Company–10cv 15pk 30mi
Captain: Trefusis Pennires (l974s) ur age 37
Location: unknown
Min. Bid: hired 

Financial Institutions

Imperial Bank of Sahûl
Location:  ................................ Einandhu, Sardarthion
Available to borrow: ............. 1,240 gp 
(No single borrower may borrow more than 700 gp)

Investors may purchase shares in the Imperial Free City 
of Einandhu for 200 gp each, all profits to be divided by shares. 

Rule 10.5.2 investment income accrues normally. The four chief 
shareholders, together with the Tiger King of Arms, form the 
board of directors (indicated * below).

Shares:
 House Gwariva of Ingazi ......................................3*
 House Pangku of Araxes ......................................4*
 Ancient and Undaunted Order of Heralds ......3*
 Guilds Council of Adndar ...................................5*
 Printers Guild of Zadres .......................................1*

Loans: Mr. Blue (550/t13), Mr. White (770/t13)

Bank of Itaxik
Location:  ................................ Itaxik
Available to borrow: ............. 1,463.8 gp
Loans: None outstanding.

Empires are neither built nor maintained with lemonade and parasols.
  Baron Annavas II of Fell Kommolek

Y
et another new section has been added to the end of the news, this time an entire new world! 
Well, at least some islands, maybe a continent. Discovered and held secret by Atuburrk and In-
gazi, a third realm has now been there, so they are for public consumption. In a month or two, 
there will be a slew of new openings here—tell your friends! The “colonial” maps are online, as is 

last Turn’s “New World News”.
Coming Soon: 

Poster Map of Sahûl – Now you won’t have to do all that messy cutting and pasting. A full-sized full-colour 
poster map of Sahûl is coming in the near future. Price to be determined.

Recent Publications: 
The Chronicle, Volume 1 – The compiled Sahûl Chronicle from Turns 0 through 10 inclusive, plus some 

other nifty bits including a compendium of all Imperial decrees and proclamations since Turn 0 and a handy 
list of Universities and other important institutes of higher learning throughout Sahûl. Available in both pa-
perback ($18.00) and hard cover ($30.00).

Atlas of Sahûl, Second Edition – Updated maps and some other supplemental material, including an index 
of all regions. Available in paperback ($22.00).

Cruenti Dei Rules Supplement 2: the Underlands – This supplement details the Underlands, a series of vast 
caverns underneath eastern Sahûl, and a new Kindred, the Yaminon, and their peculiar culture. Available as a 
free download or in paperback ($10.00).

Next Turn Due: Monday 21 September 2009.
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Western Sahûl
The Kit’ixi Coast

County of Tokatl (14 i/ta)
Her Excellency, Tinikatua vi, the Mad, Mistress of 
the Totek Hive, Countess of Tokatl.
Trade: Averon, CM, Itaxik, Sakkar, Taneki, 

ThaceD
DP: None

C
ountess Tinikatua VI continued the pro-
gramme of whimsical madness initiated by 
her predecessors. On a windswept promon-

tory on the west coast of Chapaht, Tokatl built an 
enormous structure dubbed the Thousand Points 
of Light House. After Tokatl’s tragic naval loss, this 
structure was designed to guide their sailors home. 
A Temple of the Tarot is the base of a dizzying tower 
topped with a thousand coloured mirror Plaques 
representing the many glittering aspects and faces of 
the Tarot. 

According to the tourist brochure, during day-
light hours the sun “reflects the light of the Tarotist 
Way and sends it skittering across the sea in kaleido-
scopic support of Tokatl’s navies. At night, enormous 
bonfires are lit, ensuring that the Prismatic Wisdom 
of the Gods continues to Illuminate Sahûl in every 
hour of every day.  And for days of cloud and rain, 
resounding fountains and tinkling wind chimes will 
call our sailors shoreward.  The old ideas are new 
again because they are not old, they are timeless: 
duty, sacrifice, commitment, worship and a patrio-
tism that finds its expression in support of our brave 
sailors on the high seas!”

The Countess sent gifts of oranges to the leaders of 
all the three factions of the church militant for their 
charming play. “Eat an orange, fight the scurvy” said 
the card.

Duchy of Taneki (18 i/yg)
Her Grace, Toktoka iv, the Fat, Lady Talkeltik of 
Akeltl, Baroness Ketatl, Duchess of Taneki.
Trade: Averon, Chi’tixi, Itaxik, Pexiki, Sakkar, 

Tokatl, Yax’te
DP: None

T
he crisis of vast throngs of underemployed 
cow-tipping youths, rebellious peasants, 
and an inert government finally prompted 

Taneki’s Baronesses to confront the Duchess. Led by 
the fierce but elegant Baroness Verk, the nobility and 
equerries of the Duchy presented their demands for 
a more responsible government. Duchess Toktoka, 
who had literally been caught napping, seemed ame-
nable to the idea, provided the details could be ham-
mered out before dinner. The Baronesses imposed 
on her a Parliament on the Araxean model, with an 
upper House of Magnates (consisting of the Baron-
esses of the six major Houses and the Countess of 
Tzatz) and a lower House of Equerries (consisting of 
representatives of the minor clans, rural landowners, 
abbeys, and towns).

The Duchess signed the Charter and headed back to 
the dining hall while the nobles put the country back 
on an even keel. Parliament significantly expanded 
the army, long languishing under the indifference of 
the Duchesses. They undertook public works projects 
across the Duchy, and Akeltl expanded under the in-
fluence of the burgeoning government. The new port 
town of Dratl rose on the Kuxun Coast near the ruins 
of Xincalli in Teutan. Naval and sorcery quality im-
proved. Mindful of the new era in which they found 
themselves, Parliament established a Sorcery Academy 
at Xintec1 and a Military Academy in Taneki. The re-
sults were almost immediately felt as the new learning 
took hold with a vengeance, expanding the Duchy’s 
horizons in airships and sorcery. 

The efforts seem to have restored stability to the 
realm. Their work done, Parliament adjourned.

In 1510, 50,000 Taneki Equerries led by the bril-
liant Countess of Tzatz poured into Xinite Uetzi. 
Resistance proved stiffer than expected, meaning 
that eight Taneki Equerries were wounded and a 
warhorse was slightly inconvenienced by having its 
tack gummed up by Xinite intestines. The local lead-
er paid tribute to the Duchess and her Parliament.

Mount Tan in Taneki Prefecture repeatedly erupt-
ed, frightening the remaining untipped cows.
1 The institution is already benefitting from the effects of the 

Thacian Renaissance.
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The Church Militant: Schism

F
rom far-off Sistrameides, Pope Pious sent 
two epistles in an attempt to solve the cri-
sis in the Western Church. The tone of 

the Second Epistle of Reconciliation and Unity2 was 
quite a bit different from the first; where the first in 
Primilis of 1506 had urged all parties to unite under 
Aketika XII, the second, published several months 
later, definitively sided with the militant Reform, 
calling on “the Holy Synod to re-convene and affirm 
Dame Akit Ketira as the legal Archemandrite of the 
Church Militant”. The government of Averon, if not 
the clergy, expended considerable resources in sup-
port of the Reform.

Usutbes was subject to a state visit by Baroness Neal-
latalah III of Sakkar. She remained politically neutral 
in the growing conflict, but she made herself available 
to smooth over any discussions that might occur.

The death of the elderly Aketika XII in 1507 put 
the Traditionalist hierarchy into a spate of confu-
sion. Some called for acknowledging the election of 
Sardula III, while others called for the Holy Synod 
to meet and choose a new Archemandrite of Tikata. 
None showed any support for the Reform, which one 
Abbess referred to as “the Sword of Ketira faction”. 
Sardula, meanwhile, was attempting to gather the 
entire Holy Synod together at Orret to re-confirm 
her election.

The crisis heightened in 1508 with two events: 
the return of the Traditionalist fleet to Sahn’akl 
Cathedral,3 and the death of 80-year old Sardula III 
at Orret Cathedral. It seemed that nothing could 
stand in the way of the Reform’s triumph. In 1508 
the Holy Synod finally convened at Sahn’akl Cathe-
dral in K’ah, within sight of the Reform garrison. 
Despite the show of strength, the Reformers had 
little influence in the Holy Synod, and they did not 
seek any. The elderly Baroness of Sakkar attended 
the meeting of the Holy Synod as an observer in the 
gallery, the only political representative of any of the 
western Iluvarian realms. She urged them to work 
2 Please see the Gazette for the text.
3 Five warships carrying Archemandrite’s guard, the Noble Blade 

of Iluvar, and the late Aketika’s secretary, Trikita.

cooperatively for the rebuilding of the Church. Alas! 
It was not to be.

The Holy Synod stood divided between the Aver-
ese on one hand4, and the more conservative clergy 
of Sakkar and Yax’te on the other. The late Aketika’s 
secretary, Trikita, was proffered as a compromise 
candidate, but given her relative lack of experience, 
she failed to secure the required majority.

Finally, a consensus emerged around Drandia, 
the Abbess of Silimar in Tramades. She was Averese, 
which pleased the northerners, and a strict tradition-
alist, which pleased the southerners. Following her 
election, the Orretan religious sites joined together 
with the Traditionalist infrastructure.

Unfortunately, given the Averese government’s 
tacit support for the Reformers, many of the minor 
clergy, particularly in the north of Averon, refused to 
take their oaths to the new Matriarch. The result was 
predictable: what had been a crisis has now solidified 
into two schismatic factions.

Shortly after the election, Baroness Neallatalah 
of Sakkar died, some say of a heart broken for the 
schism in the Church. She was entombed with hon-
our in the Cathedral.

The Reformed Church Militant (4 i/il)
Dame Akit Ketira, Grandmistress of the Military 
Order of the Sword of Iluvar, Protector of the Church 
Militant and the Holy Synod, Administrator of the 
Demense of Tikata.
Trade: Averon, ThaceD, Tokatl
DP: Sum’kah (F)

T
he Reformers spent the treasury and an 
impressive Averese gold shipment, most of 
it in various military investments. Cavalry 

quality and sorcery both improved. After a visit by 
Dame Akit Ketira and 38,000 close, personal friends, 
Sum’kah rejoined the Church Demense, though the 
young Prioress of Tarrokh remained stubbornly loyal 
to the Traditionalist cause. 

The decrepit fortress of Ta’chitix was refurbished, 
expanded, and renamed Fortress Harbinger. A new 
fortress for the Order was constructed in K’ah and 

4 Most of whom supported reform, just not “the Reform”.
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named Fortress Unyielding Light. A town named 
Charrat, meaning “new hope” was constructed on 
the road, inland from the Ateltl port.

Mount Sût in Usutbes erupted no less than five 
times, almost continually covering the region in a 
light sprinkling of ash.

The Church Militant (Traditionalist) (10 i/il)
Her Holiness Sardula iv, Iluvarian Matriarch of the 
West, Archemandrite of Tikata.
Trade: Averon, ThaceD, Tokatl
DP: None.

U
pon her election, Abbess Drandia took the 
name Sardula IV, thus ensuring that histo-
ry records the legitimacy of Sardula III. She 

called for the Grandmistress of the Military Order 
of the Sword of Iluvar to stick with military matters 
and leave Church governance to the experts.

Electoral Grand Duchy of Averon (26 si/il)
Her Gracious Majesty, Derica i, Lady Drax, Countess 
of Darida, Lord Admiral of the Green, Electoral 
Grand Duchess of Averon.
Tiketua v of Tishrak, Margrave of the North.
Trade: Araxes, Atuburrk, Chi’tixi, CM, Itaxik, 

Taneki, ThaceD, Tokatl, Urdraháhn
DP: None.

G
rand Duchess Derica flooded the coffers of 
the Reformed Church Militant with mon-
ey. Just to hedge her bets, however, she ar-

ranged for a much larger tithe than usual, most of 
which ended up in the hands of Traditionalist clergy. 
The realm is split between the two factions, with the 

Cathedrals remaining Traditionalist and many of 
the smaller religious institutions supporting the Re-
formed Church. While there has been no violence, 
some members of the Reformed Church are not ad-
verse to the idea, and the situation remains tense.

Grand Duchess Derica married in 1507, to Lord 
Merrin Muldalan. Their first child, a daughter named 
after her mother, joined a growing brood of cousins. 
There is talk that the baby Derica should be named 
heir, rather than her aunt Jera, but the rumours have 
sparked controversy in Court circles, and no action 
has thus far been taken.

Averon invested, built three priories, and con-
structed the port town of Devedán on the Owdobáhn 
Road in Verris. Infantry quality improved and the 
Naval Academy was significantly enlarged.

Meanwhile, in Pantun…

T
he famed Thacian Duke’s Own Cavaliers 
were ambushed in the high desert by no-
mads. Fire-bolt wielding nomads. When a 

Thacian sorceress arrived in 1510, she found nothing 
of them but a pile of charred skeletons at the cross-
roads of two shepherd paths. A nearby sign helpfully 
explained “leave us alone”.

County of Pexiki (29 i/yg)
Her Excellency, Xitar i, Mistress of the Coactoka 
Hive, Countess of Pexiki, Lady Amoxcali.
Trade: Itaxik, Sakkar, Taneki
DP: Ihiya (F), Mimicha (F)

P
exiki raised three port towns: Jacoatec in 
Nomiuh, Ajchac in Exiya, and Itzelchoa in 
Naualpilli. Public works were constructed, 

investments improved infantry quality, and the Uni-
versity was expanded. 

Otherwise, Pexiki was quiet, and the Countess 
kept her realm hummed along without complaint.

Electoral Principality of Itaxik (50 i/ur)
Her High Majesty, Princess Yautlatoaya ii, Mistress of 
the Tis’chak, Countess of Takkikik, Imperial Governor 
of Withidan, Elector of Itaxik, Golden Beetle of the 
West.
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Her Excellency, Cipactonatha iv, Baroness Aueuetl, 
Countess of Pehuatoka, Guardian of Mictia.
Her Excellency, Kassa vi, Mistress of Calpolli, Lady 
Tchantli, Countess of Kachar, Protector of the Fair 
Isles.
Trade: Averon, Carcë, Pexiki, Sakkar, Taneki, 

Tokatl, Urdraháhn, Yax’te
DP: Jarrok (A), Coz’tic (T), Okwiksan (F), 

Hoo’astek (T), Okkama (T)

P
rincess Yautlatoaya expanded her palace gar-
dens by ordering more greenhouses built at 
her capital. Itaxik constructed two double 

port towns in Kachar: Yaucatab in Teutl and Kuxetl 
in Cauatl, as well as a road from Tchantli to Kekwi 
in Chalkko. Numerous diplomats scurried through 
the hinterlands, greatly expanding the dependent 
County of Pehuatoka.

Itaxik moved an sizeable army, 27,000 knights and 
50 airships, into the sandy wastelands of Hobith, 
joining 4,000 Iteamiki already there. After enduring 
years of privation far from Itaxik lands, and continu-
ally beset by deadly sandstorms, the army was on the 
verge of rebellion. Just to keep her restive knights in 
line, Lady Itzel exceeded her orders and spent some 
time having her forces conquer the region, including 
occupying an ancient priory with the unlikely name 
of “the Turtle’s Third Foot”.

Then, as a small detachment of the army awoke 
after a restless, moonless night in late 1510, they dis-
covered to their surprise that the stone outcropping 
that they had taken shelter by was in fact an immense 
monument or statue, much weathered and half bur-
ied in the sands. It appeared to be in the form of a 
Human, leaning on a staff or spear, though the struc-
ture was so ancient and damaged that some thought 
it might be a Malebolge, or even a Wenemet. The hol-
low eyes, however, are reportedly so haunting that 
several members of the detachment looked into them 
and simply went mad, screaming into the desert.

Notwithstanding increasingly fantastical finan-
cial incentives, the entrants in Itaxik’s quintennial 
science and technology fair continue to display less 
and less practical projects. The most popular was 

probably the Equerry who immolated herself while 
attempting to demonstrate a new fire-starting meth-
od. Despite across-the-board investment, only siege-
craft improved.

Barony of Sakkar (15 is/il)
Baroness Nenepillah ii of Sakkar, the Vehement, 
Mistress of Nelhuayotl, Heir of the Prophet, Beloved 
of the Light of Iluvar.
Trade: Itaxik, Pexiki, Taneki, Tokatl, Urdraháhn, 

Yax’te
DP: None.

W
ith Baroness Neallatalah away north to 
help with the reunification of the Church, 
Sakkar focused on economic development. 

Many public works were built in Itatlan and Popuks, 
and the capital at Kuauinochitla expanded.

Sakkar continued its national past time of annex-
ing sparsely populated lands, picking up Roder, Styl-
lis, Melates, and Laimak with little trouble. A similar 
attempt in Zapheles ran straight into a Yax’te colony 
in the region. Fairly certain that her superiors had 
not contemplated invasion, Admiral Margahal with-
drew her thousand infantry. Soon after, she died, but 
her successor is renowned for her good sense and ut-
ter loyalty to the Crown.

By 1508, the celebrated General Cinara, Baroness 
of Tlapan, finished her military conversion in for-
merly Xinite Auicalo. 

With the death of Baroness Neallatalah III in 
the far-away north, Nenepillah II took the throne 
in 1510. Neallatalah’s memoirs were brought back to 
Sakkar, and they included instructions, suggestions, 
and exhortations to her successors.

Icemark of Yax’te (17 s/il)
Margrave Cleon the Solemn, Grand Master and Knight-
Commander of the Champions of the Renewal.
Trade: Itaxik, Sakkar, Taneki
DP: Penkni (T)

Y
ax’te stocked their granaries in Onisba and 
Potem’te, but the precautions proved un-
necessary; the winters were some of the 

warmest in memory. The snow was off the ground 
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by mid-Spring. Yax’te continued to send colonists to 
the Southern Forest. Perhaps because of the sunny 
summers and (relatively) mild winters, the colonists 
in Zapheles (2133) and Kevelek (1121) flourished. It 
was noted, however, that squirrels are, er, squirreling 
away a rather large amount of nuts.

Iluvarian missionaries in Onisba kept at their 
work, eventually converting the majority. The inter-
religious rivalry there calmed down as Urdanism was 
relegated to isolated mountain villages. Missionaries 
in Teotel were similarly successful, though in forest-
ed Narmona the native Urdan ruling class is reluc-
tant to give up the faith of their ancestors.

Infantry and airship quality improved, and the 
government of the Icemark expanded.

Thacia and Aret
The High Plains & Northern Coast

Electoral Queendom of the Great Hive of 
Chi’tixi Tirrix Ki (39 i/yg)
Her Most Puissant Majesty, Taxitiki ii, the Illustrious, 
Mistress of Tirrix & the Great Hive, Duchess of Chax 
and Tix’ itikata, Countess Itax, Electoral Queen of 
Chi’tixi, &c., &c.
Her Excellency, Tannix iv, Lady Ch’tort, Countess 
of Cærrat, Vice-regent of Western Chi’tixi.
Baron Tirabinis Tirrit of Tichiir, Grandmaster of the 
Military Order of Gidaxa, the Black Claw Sage. 
Trade: Araxes, Atuburrk, Averon, Hyrágec, Ingazi, 

Kicitchat, Kommolek, Taneki, ThaceD, 
ThaceE

DP: Girkkah (A, see below)

Q
ueen Antaxi’s anti-Tarotist campaign shift-
ed focus from Yagnarist missionaries to the 
simple expedient of outlawing Tarotism. 

Chi’tixi and Cærrat armies swept through Chekkah, 
Tikkah, Torikkah, Krakata, and Tichiir looking for 
holdout Tarotist villages to enslave. They were per-
haps more indiscriminate than thorough, and out-
laws and Tarotists fled before them. Many of these 
“pilgrims” kept fleeing until they left the country al-

together. Chekkah attempted to rebel, but the region 
was pacified and some extra time was spent finding 
every possible Tarotist or Tarotist sympathizer.

Some merchant vessels were willing to smuggle 
the pilgrims out of the country for the right price, 
although quite a few of the “smugglers” simply pock-
eted the money and turned the pilgrims over to the 
Crown to add to the slave force labour pool. Most of 
those who actually managed to escape went to Za-
dres, the nearest accessible Free City. By 1509 Zadres 
was already fairly well full-up and so settled them in 
refugee camps just outside the city walls. They are 
looking for a new, permanent home.

The increasingly militant Queen Antaxi ordered a 
massive naval force to assemble in the port of Chi’tixi 
under the able command of the elderly but able Lady 
Choriaxi. With 275 ships, 125 airships, and many ma-
rines, rangers, and just plain heavy infantry aboard, 
the fleet set sail in the summer of 1506. They had no 
sooner reached the mouth of the Tikka River, when 
a desperate messenger caught up with them, recalling 
the fleet and ordering them to “turn back now, turn 
back at all costs”. It turns out that Queen Antaxi V 
“the Pleasant” had died in her sleep, and her succes-
sor Taxitiki II “the Illustrious” wanted nothing to do 
with foreign adventurism. 

Taxitiki II is the first academy-trained sorceress to 
ascend the throne, and she was hailed by her instruc-
tors and fellow students as a prodigy. 

Her first act was to order the construction of the 
double port town of Tiribix in Otch’kar. The walls 
are enormously tall, and have led many to wonder 
who they are designed to defend against…

To show she wasn’t soft on Tarotism, in 1509 
the Queen created a new Yagnarist military Order 
amongst the fierce Girrkah. Military genius and for-
mer mercenary Tirabinis Tirrit was appointed as the 
Order’s first Grandmaster. While there was some 
initial grumbling about having a Wenemet lead a 
primarily Malebolge fighting Order, Tirrit soon es-
tablished his authority5. In fact, the first recruits are 
5 The (possibly apocryphal) story goes that while the new Grand-

master was conducting his first inspection of the recruits, one of 
them, an extremely large and ferocious (and well-armed) Equerry 
name Nixit made some disparaging remarks about him as he 
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so in awe of him, they’ve begun referring to him as 
the Black Claw Sage.

Heavy naval patrols continued on the Stroip and 
Tikka Rivers. Naval quality improved.

Duchy of Thace (29 s/ur)
His Grace, Brannis ii, Lord Goshtikka-Ourane, Baron 
of Brennadein, Marshal of Thacia, Duke of Thace.
Trade: Aradéc, Araxes, Averon, Cappargarnia, 

Carcë, Chi’tixi, CM, Ingazi, Hyrágec, ID, 
ThaceE, Tokatl, Urdraháhn

DP: None.

T
he new Duke ordered the construction of 
a priory and the expansion of the town of 
Khînd into a city. A similar attempt to ex-

pand Rûnahd did not go as well, as the infrastructure 
in the relatively new town was not really in place. The 
new town of Sybok rose on the Nottesan steppe. Many 
new public works were constructed, naval quality im-
proved, and the university was again expanded.

walked down the line away from her. The 55-year old Wenemet 
spun around and delivered a flying kick to Nixit’s head, knocking 
her senseless. He then continued the inspection without a word 
being said about the incident. Whatever the case, Captain Nixit 
is now the Sage’s adjutant.

The Duke’s older brother, Lord Willor, continued 
to embarrass himself (and the Ducal House) in the 
taverns and gambling dens of dockside Ourane. He 
is reportedly heavily in debt and very rarely sober.

The Order of the Scroll continued working in Ou-
rane at their seemingly endless task of copying each 
and every volume of the vast library. They report 
“good progress”.

Electoral County-Palatine of Thace (26 s/ur)
His Most Excellent Majesty, Brannis vi, the Young, 
Lord Goshtikka-Snamarthis, Overlord of Carcë, 
Electoral Count Palatine in Thace.
Trade: Aradéc, Araxes, Atuburrk, Averon, 

Cappargarnia, Carcë, Chi’tixi, Golmath, 
Hyrágec, ID, Ingazi, Kicitchat, Taneki, 
ThaceD, Urdraháhn

DP: Fior (A), Memisen (F)

U
nder the wise leadership of Regent Somara, 
the Thacians invested heavily in the future 
of their realm. She also negotiated terms 

for the fealty of Sar Grotan Tremek, Second Lord 
Carcë, to Count Palatine Brannis.

The Royal Thacian Botanic Society, in conjunc-
tion with the University of Snamarthis, founded 
the Royal Thacian Botanic Center, called Goshtikka 
Gardens, in Jannas. The Gardens will house the Soci-
ety’s growing collection of plants as part of their con-
tinuing mission to collect samples of all of Sahûl’s 
plants. In 1510 the Garden grounds opened to the 
public with the launch of the exhibition Medicinal 
Plants of the Thacian Steppe.

Meanwhile, the young Count Palatine graduated 
with honours from the University of Urdraháhn in 
1508 with a degree in theology. His paper, “The Es-
sentialism of Authority in Saint Naskeb: the Minor 
Prophecies and the Mythos of Decay”, was particular-
ly well-recieved. After his graduation, Brannis spent 
a week with the Holy Mother Camleda V. They took 
what they expected would be their last ride together 
through the countryside, stopping occasionally to al-
low the panting Mister Pie Face6 to catch up. They 
6 Formerly known as Mister Piddles. The bladder control issues 

cleared up as he got older. He has, however, gotten a wee bit stout 
about the middle for a Steppe Hound.
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spoke more as equals, talking politics, theater, and 
theology. At the end of their long ride, Camleda 
impressed upon him the importance of family and 
children, handing him a pre-publication copy of the 
Matriarchal Encyclical The Sanctity of Life. She then 
bestowed her Matriarchal blessing on the only son 
she’d ever known. They tearfully embraced before 
their final parting.

Infantry quality improved, and the government 
expanded. The University of Snamarthis, buoyed by 
its new College of Sciences, also expanded.

In late 1510, the 20-year old Count Palatine Bran-
nis arrived in triumph at his capital of Snamarthis. 
The acclaim was deafening; thousands turned out in 
the streets to welcome him and his Steppe Hound. 
Regent Somara ceremonially handed over the keys to 
the Palace, and the two immediately secluded them-
selves in meetings with the ministers of the Elector-
ate’s government.

Brannis also tearfully reunited with his mother, 
the dowager Gorthis, and he met with his younger 
brother Basodir, a recent graduate of the Military 
Academy at Esenthis. Brannis found Basodir to be a 
bit stiff and formal, but he is generally regarded as a 
brilliant military tactician. Basodir has few friends, 
other than his second cousin the “young dragon” 
Tahnik, son of Lord Carcë. They met at Academy.

The Count Palatine’s new play, “The Owl Hunts 
at Night”, is in full production at the Orb Theatre7 
where it enjoys sell-out crowds.

Lordship of Carcë (6 s/ur)
Sar Grotan Tremek, Second Lord Carcë, Master of 
the Horseclans, Scourge of Urda the Fierce.
Trade: Araxes, Itaxik, ThaceD, ThaceE
DP: Endrazi (F), Ormic Hills (T, see below)

S
ar Tremek pledged his fealty to his cousin’s 
son, Count Palatine Brannis of Electoral 
Thace. Great wagon loads of gold and ma-

7 From the programme: Rakkol and Jatheo, two star crossed lovers, 
are caught in a world of chivalry that won’t let them be together. 
In this remarkable treatise, our own Count Palatine Brannis 
explores Love and Chivalry and their irrational and destructive 
natures, while showing their irreplaceable value to our modern 
society. Will Rakkol and Jatheo find a way to be together? When 
are the costs worth the rewards?

terials arrived from the north to enrich the Lord-
ship’s coffers. Much of this was spent on new public 
works projects. Civil servants and administrators 
arrived from Electoral Thace as well, to help create 
something resembling a functional state in the wide, 
empty, and somewhat backward steppe.

The smooth-talking Sar of Anadë, Dohzyel 
Tazeshin of Clan Sun Scale, visited the forboding 
Ormic Hills with his friend, the Sar of Hoonisbe8. 
Where many had failed in their negotiations with 
the secretive Saurian monastic brotherhood that 
rules there9, Sar Tazeshin was granted audience with 
the Abbot. The Sar was brought to the abbey’s gar-
den on the night of 
a full moon, where 
he sat and talked 
with the Abbot until 
dawn. The Abbot was 
an ancient Saurian, 
heavily robed against 
the cool night air, 
with an Urdan holy 
symbol tattooed be-
tween his eyes. The 
Abbot spoke in low, soothing tones, and afterwards 
Sar Tazeshin could not remember what he had said. 
In the morning, the Carcë delegation were informed 
that the Brotherhood would pay tribute to the Lord 
of Carcë, but only on the condition that no armed 
forces were ever brought into the hills.

Meanwhile, 28,000 Carcë horsemen rode across 
the steppe and forced tribute from Yagnarist Sirami.

Just north of the Lordship’s borders, in Araxes, 
Mount Gor in Gorice erupted nearly continuously, 
raining ash throughout the northern steppes and as 
far away as Gortahnes in Pivrassa.

Grand Duchy of Araxes (29 w/ur)
Her Excellency, Captain-General Thiuli Ranierre, 
Countess of Kayew, Lady Protector of Araxes.
Trade: Aradéc, Atuburrk, Averon, Cappargarnia, 

Carcë, Chi’tixi, Einandhu, Golmath, 
Hyrágec, ID, Ingazi, Kicitchat, Kommolek, 

8 Urmoch of Clan Thunder Stag, also known as Urmoch the Fat.
9 Particularly Itaxik.
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Taneki, ThaceD, ThaceE, Tokatl, 
Urdraháhn

DP: Pinyi (A)

H
is Grace Grand Duke Tramandes II was ap-
pointed Chancellor of the Empire in 1506. 
The Grand Duke appointed his older sister 

Ranierre to the post of Lord Protector, an office va-
cant since the death of Sir Ronnel Rannes in 1499. 
An Academy graduate, the new “Lady Protector” has 
made a career for herself in the Grand Duchy’s army, 
rising to the rank of Captain-General10. 

Negotiations with Duedhyn’s Aradéc overlords 
reestablished peace, though the Araxes armed forces 
were on high alert for any further “mistakes” on the 
part of Duedhyn. 

The Grand Duke’s young hotheaded daughter, 
was sent off to school in Urdraháhn. The Araxes heir, 
Count Pangku Kapalless of Thangkar, graduated from 
the Pinyerrel Military Academy in 1508 and was com-
missioned a lieutenant in his father’s army. His aunt, 
the new regent, gave the commencement address.

Mount Gor in Gorice erupted nearly continuous-
ly, raining ash upon the steppe.

A small number of Urdan refugees, perhaps a few 
thousand in number, arrived in Tythyen from Cap-
pargarnian Bufalein.

County of Kicitchat (20 i/yg)
Her Excellency, T’cha’k v, Lady Tchac’at, Countess 
of the Kicitchat Hive and Associated Dominions.
Trade: Aradéc, Araxes, Atuburrk, Cappargarnia, 

Chi’tixi, Duedhyn, Einandhu, Hyrágec, ID, 
Ingazi, Kommolek, ThaceE, Tiryowglas, 
Urdraháhn

DP: Nolvenn (A)

K
icitchat was the centre of the perfect storm 
of intellectual fervour. As the Thacian Re-
naissance swept from one end of the coun-

try, the it met and mingled with the fruits of the 
Duedhyn learning. Both siege and sorcery improved 
as a result, in addition to more prosaic improvements 

10 She also married into House Thiuli, the clan of the Dukes of 
Thunta, and her husband is the titular Count of Kayew. They 
have two children.

in infantry tactics and government efficiency. The 
town of Xan’tki became a city, joining the new urban 
intelligentsia. Countess T’cha’k sent missionaries, 
diplomats, and even an army or two into Nolvenn. 
The new Yagnarist Lord there asserted his authority 
and allied with Kicitchat.

Otherwise, Countess T’cha’k was preoccupied 
with internal matters of justice: the Black Lotus 
zombies were garrisoned to eternally guard the town 
of Karc’at, which they attacked in life, and rules were 
set in place to regulate the burgeoning institution of 
chattel slavery within the County. Public works were 
built in the new territories, which are noticeably less 
wary of their Kicitchat overlords.

In 1507, a rather lengthy and closely-worded treaty 
was signed between Atuburrk and Kicitchat. Only 
the first paragraph was released to the public, but it 
was certainly interesting enough: Countess T’cha’ k V 
of Kictichat pledges her allegiance and loyalty, and 
that of her vassals and heirs, to the service of Grand 
Duke Adhanggar Dranthes of Atuburrk, acknowledg-
ing him and his heirs as liege lords of Kicitchat, and 
offering him her vassalage, service and swords in re-
turn for his support and protection…

Electoral Grand Duchy of Atuburrk (25 w/yg)
His Gracious Majesty, Adhanggar Sydath ii, the Wolf, 
Count of Odol, Overlord of Kicitchat, Elector & 
Grand Duke of Atuburrk.
Trade: Aradéc, Araxes, Cappargarnia, Chi’tixi, 

Einandhu, Golmath, Hyrágec, ID, Ingazi, 
Kicitchat, Kommolek, ThaceE, Tokatl, 
Urdraháhn

DP: None.

S
ome odd happenings were reported from 
Atuburrk. A long, perfectly straight road 
was constructed on Alghin, running the 

length of the island. Although it did terminate in 
Wodonga, it didn’t seem to go anywhere, though a 
tall round wooden tower was constructed near one 
end. The locals are amused that the road seems to be 
aligned with the prevailing winds. A series of moder-
ate to strong earthquakes on the island in 1509 and 
1510 further confused the locals.
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heir, the albino polymath Adhanggar Rahnes, took 
the throne to general acclaim. He chose to take an 
old family name, now sadly in abeyance. Grand 
Duke Sydath II is often called “the Wolf ” from an 
adolescent nickname. 

The Clan Mothers chose Sydath’s own young son 
as heir, a boy coincidentally also named Sydath. He, 
however, is not an albino, though he is a trifle sickly.

The fierce but elegant Baroness Verk of Tokatl, 
leading a fleet of some 150 ships, paid a state visit at 
Alghin. Oddly enough, a Kicitchat fleet of almost 
exactly the same size called there just a few months 
later. Both were astonished by the sheer size and 
magnificence of Commodore Dolmathes’ Armada, 
which arrived there in 1510.

Central Sahûl
The Heart of Empire

Electoral Republic of Cappargarnia (48 m/ta)
His Sublime Majesty, Tiribissi Lanharnes, Guildmaster 
of the Innkeepers, Hereditary Burgrave of Adndar, 

Atuburrk embraced the Renaissance. A new café 
culture is in evidence in the cities, particularly in Inh 
Odol, Engadh, and (oddly) Punchega11. The arts are 
flourishing, including a new, or “novel” kind of litera-
ture that involves long, sometimes multi-volume, prose 
stories. Through the combination of investments and 
the new learning everywhere in evidence in Atuburrk, 
cavalry, infantry, naval, air, and sorcery quality all im-
proved, and the government expanded12.

The dashing and popular Lord Dolmathes, who 
some say epitomizes the new “Renaissance Man”13, 
was made a Commodore and took command of an 
Atuburrk Armada of almost six hundred ships, most 
of them caravels, and 70 airships to complete a cir-
cumnavigation of Atuburrk Island. Everywhere the 
locals came out to see the great Dolmathes and to 
wish him well. It was a public relations triumph for 
the Navy.

Grand Duke Dranthes III (often called “the ruth-
less”) died of a sudden fever in 1509. The designated 
11 To be fair, the culture in Punchega is more “wine and grog” cul-

ture than café, but the result is much the same, if not a little more, 
shall we say, invigourating.

12 I think that might be some kind of record.
13 And of whom many “adventure novels” have been published.
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Lord Admiral of the Blue, Electoral Prince of 
Cappargarnia.
His Great Holiness, Fenric iv, Pontiff of the Hidden 
Lords at Golluz.
His Excellency Tiribissi Lanharnes ii, Chancellor of the 
Guilds Council of the Imperial Free City of Adndar.
Sir Darein Gorthes, Grand Marshal of the Holy Blood 
Legion of Swords, Consul-General of the Tempest 
March.
Trade: Aradéc, Araxes, Atuburrk, Duedhyn, 

Einandhu, Elphárec, Golmath, Hyrágec, 
ID, Ingazi, IOC, Kicitchat, Kommolek, 
ThaceD, ThaceE, Tiryowglas, Urdraháhn

DP: Darein’s Destroyers (see below), Dramûl (F)

T
he Sublime Republic of Cappargarnia sent 
Tarotist missionaries to Dwelnaz, Ebmadh, 
and Envel to eliminate the lingering stench 

of Ravenism (and some scattered Yagnarists). They 
were everywhere successful, and the inhabitants of 
Dwelnaz even resumed their friendly relations with 
the Republic. The missionaries may have been helped 
by the great sacrifices made to the Lords of the Tarot 
in the Pontifical Cathedral of Aphum by Prince Lan-
harnes. Or not. A two-headed calf was born in Ere-
diar in 1507, and more folks attributed this event to 
the Prince’s sacrifices than they did any triumph of 
missionaries. The owner of the cow, a farmer named 
Genak, has made a small fortune charging city folk 
admission to see the beast.

The armies of the Republic sought out those few 
villages that did not convert from Ravenism and en-
slaved the inhabitants. A few hundred Urdan refu-
gees escaped Lord Drathic’s army in Bufalein and 
headed southwards, where they sought refuge in 
Araxean Tythyen.

In 1507 in Djarden, Pontiff Fenric V blessed and 
consecrated the tomb of Saint Jarrad14 as a shrine. 
He then ceremonially exhumed the saint, finding his 
body to be substantially incorrupt. The saint’s stain-
less sword was removed, and his heart was enshrined 

14 Saint Jarrad was a Tarotist knight and martyr who fought in the 
Hyrágecan Crusade. 

in an ornate reliquary in the form of an urn. The rest 
of the body was reclothed and returned to its tomb.

In 1510, the Pontiff joined the Prince in Cap-
pargarnia City. In a series of ceremonies, Fenric an-
nounced the formation of a military Order:  the Holy 
Blood Legion of Swords. He intends it to be a bastion 
of noble righteousness in the Name of the Knight of 
Swords, deep mystical spirituality in the mode of 
The Hanged Man, and purposeful commitment to 
the peoples of the Republic. He then pronounced 
his blessing over the lands of Dusios, Adément, and 
Bufalein and commended the ceremony over to the 
Prince. Lanharnes announced the formation of an 
eternal March, the Tempest March, to be the Home 
of the Holy Blood Legion of Swords, “against which 
all assault shall ever fail”.

Darein Gorthes, commander of the mercenary 
“Destroyers” was knighted by the Prince and ap-
pointed Grand Master of the Holy Blood Legion of 
Swords and Consul-General of the Tempest March. 
War hero General Lord Anabrin Darronley was 
present at the ceremonies. He has become even more 
popular, and some are now openly campaigning for 
his election as the next Prince.

Come one, come all to Adndar!
The Occasional Autumnal High Feast and 

Tournament will be held in 1511 during the week 
of October 13, concluding with recognition of the 
Tournament Champions and a Celebration of the 
Equinox. We encourage those of you traveling from 
afar to come and participate in a special Ides of 
October Gaming Day, where the Herald will an-
nounce the opening of the Tournament Festivities. 
It is never too early to begin training for individual 
and skirmish contests!

Champions and their representatives from each 
of the Military Orders of Sahûl are specifically in-
vited to the Moonstar Gardens to show arms, to 
demonstrate the prowess of their respective Schools, 
and to express a solidarity of effort, if not philoso-
phy. The Tournament will provide ample opportu-
nity to lay down malice and match skill, strength, 
and luck on the Fields of High Honour.
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The Guilds Council of Adndar announced the 
Moonstar Gardens and Honour Fields are now open 
for dueling exhibitions, grudge matches, family dis-
putes, sanctification of real estate conflicts, and good, 
down home mercenary entertainment. 

In 1509 a small Aradécan fleet, numbering no 
more than twenty ships, paid the toll at the Adndar 
Canal from the Lower to the Upper Byrrin.

Malebolge refugees from Chi’tixi’s anti-Tarotist 
pogrom gathered in Zadres and in the countryside 
of Ebmadh. During the 1510 Zadres Book Fair, an 
agent of the Tokatl Crown purchased several dozen 
large crates of bargain books.

Infantry quality improved and the University of 
Cappargarnia expanded.

Imperial Free City of Einandhu (4 m/ur)
Sir arCanlann Dirharn, Tiger King of Arms.
Trade: Araxes, Atuburrk, Duedhyn, Elphárec, 

Golmath, ID, IOC, Kicitchat, Kommolek, 
Tiryowglas, Urdraháhn

DP: It’s a living.

S
ir arCanlann kept the Heralds busy at 
their many appointed tasks. With the Rye 
Decree for the Extension of the Charter of 

the Most Ancient and Undaunted Imperial Order of 
Heralds (1506)15, the mission of the Order expanded 
somewhat. At Imperial request, they answered a 
dubia asking whether the Electors could remove an 
Electorate, or just an individual Elector. They replied 
with a single word: “Elector”.

The Imperial Demense (14 m/ur)
His August & Imperial Majesty, Sardhan the Old, 
Baron of Madran and Kamadhi, Count of Agdora, 
Elector and Grand Duke of Golmath, Sovereign 
of Sahûl, Lord of the Nine Hills of Sardarthion, 
Holder of the Emerald Throne, and Emperor of All 
the World.
His Grace, Pangku Tramandes ii, the Precise, Baron 
Pinyerrel, Grand Duke of All Araxes, Chancellor of 
the Empire

15 The title is almost as long as the decree itself. Please see the 
Gazette for the text.

Trade: Aradéc, Araxes, Atuburrk, Cappargarnia, 
Duedhyn, Einandhu, Elphárec, Kicitchat, 
Golmath, Hyrágec, Ingazi, IOC, 
Kommolek, ThaceD, ThaceE, Tiryowglas, 
Urdraháhn

DP: None.
IIP: 27
For appointments, please see Gazette.

E
mperor Sardhan the Old suffered several 
major illnesses, but each time he surprised 
his advisors and staff by soldiering through. 

He expanded the quaint port town of Sakkarah into 
a quaint little port city. Extensive public works proj-
ects, amongst the largest and most ambitious in the 
Empire, were carried out throughout the Imperial 
Demense. Emperor Sardhan also ordered the con-
struction of an Urdan priory in Sondrim, which 
caused some trouble back home. In fact, the Prince-
Regent made some serious grumbling noises before 
suddenly dropping down stone cold dead. The people 
of Golmath, of course, continue to love and support 
their Emperor, as indeed do the people of Sardarth-
ion and of the Imperial Demense.

The Madness of Onin Zho16, a new play by up-and-
coming Wenemet playwright Marret Ket, enjoyed a 
grand opening and sell-out crowds. This was scarcely 
surprising, given that in the decade of Sardhan’s 
reign, the fascination with and hatred of Onin Zho 
had become almost institutional17.

The Imperial Reform Steering Committee contin-
ued to meet. Rumours of an actual first draft of some 
sort of charter appear to be wildly optimistic.

The Abbot of the Order of the Scroll visited the 
library of Sardarthion.

16 Subtitled “the tragical history of the reign of a most promising 
Emperor who descended into lunacy, tyranny, and death”, the 
play omits the final, dramatic scene of the Emperor’s life. The 
final curtain descends as Onin Zho enters the Blue Chamber 
for the last time, followed a moment later by a Wenemaiden’s 
scream.

17 An exception must be admitted for the Auditors and much of the 
(reformed) Imperial bureaucracy, who regard Onin Zho as sort of 
a patron saint, carefully glossing over the last years of his reign.
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The Crisis of 1506
In early 1506, the Church Universal & Trium-

phant and the Iluvarian Orthodox Church issued 
a joint report affixing the blame for the death of 
Emperor Onin Zho squarely on his son, the current 
King of Zarkhandu, Tirach Zhur18. The Emperor 
asked the King to respond to these charges, and he 
replied that it was done at his father’s request, and 
he had been exonerated of any wrongdoing by sur-
viving what he termed the “trial by combat” with his 
brother, according to Zarkhandu law.

Notwithstanding the fact that the acknowledge-
ment of these charges made Tirach Zhur hugely 
popular in Sardarthion, and indeed throughout the 
Empire that still shudders at “the depredations of 
the tyrant Onin Zho”, Sardhan was determined to 
bring him to justice. The Emperor issued the Scrum 
Decree16 calling on the Electors to do their duty and 
“cast a vote via their representatives in Sardarthion 
to decide the guilt or innocence of King Tirach Zhur 
and put this matter to rest”. Should Tirach Zhur be 
found guilty, “the penalty shall be the loss of Elec-
toral status as outlined under Chapter 2, Section 6 
of the Golden Edict”.

Consequently, the Emperor summoned the Elec-
toral envoys to the Palace to determine the fate of Ti-
rach Zhur. A footrace developed between the envoys 
of Cappargarnia and Averon. They shoved each oth-
er and knocked down palace staff in their attempt to 
be the first to the Blue Chamber. They both arrived, 
exhausted, at the main doors at the same time. They 
were flabbergasted to find the Aradéc envoy already 
seated at the table, drinking a glass of sherry with the 
Golmath envoy.

When they were at last assembled, the Golmath 
envoy immediately called for a vote.

The Capparganian envoy interrupted him, shout-
ing “guilty!” 

The Atuburrk envoy pleaded for more time, insist-
ing that Dranthes III was weighing the evidence and 
needed some additional time to make an informed 
decision.

18 For the full text, please see the Gazette.

The Golmath envoy politely asked him, “when do 
you think the Grand Duke might make his decision 
known?”

Without missing a beat, the Atuburrk envoy re-
plied, “no more than four years. Five tops.” Pandemo-
nium broke out in the hall, as various envoys shouted 
about delays, the merits of the case, or just to hear 
themselves shout. This continued for some hours. 

Meanwhile, in the plaza in front of the Palace, 
something extraordinary was happening. When 
the envoys broke for lunch, they were surprised to 
discover a huge crowd outside. Word had spread 
throughout Sardarthion of the Electoral council’s 
purpose, and great throngs of people were gathering 
to make their views known. A huge banner was hung 
up across the buildings facing the plaza that simply 
said “Death to Tyrants”. The crowds were shouting 
and chanting, and they seemed united in their sup-
port for the murderer of Onin Zho.

When the envoys returned from their lunch, they 
were surprised to find Golmath’s seat at the table oc-
cupied by the Emperor himself. There was a bowl of 
sliced peaches in the middle of the table. After the 
envoys sat in their customary seats, an uncomfort-
able silence fell upon the room, and they could hear 
the chanting of the crowd outside. The Emperor rose 
and said, “noble cousins, I call the question. Guilty 
or not guilty?” One by one, the envoys stood and de-
clared their vote:

Aradéc: “Guilty.”
Atuburrk: “Noble Emperor, I have not yet re-

ceived instructions from my liege. While I am sure 
he will wish me to vote ‘not guilty’, until I receive 
specific instructions,”—here he was interrupted by 
Sardhan, who growled, “guilty or not guilty?”—to 
which the Atuburrk envoy bowed and replied, “we 
must abstain under protest of this hasty procedure”.

Averon: “Guilty.”
Cappargarnia: “Guilty. Can I vote twice? Guilty! 

Guilty!”
Chi’tixi: “The punishment does not fit the crime. 

Chi’tixi votes not guilty.”
Golmath: “Guilty.”
Itaxik: “Itaxik regrets it must vote guilty.”
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Thace: “The death of Onin Zho was not regicide, 
but tyrannicide. Not guilty.”

Zarkhandu: “I can count as well as all of you, and 
I’m aware that this is my last vote in this chamber 
as the electoral envoy of my most noble king, Tirach 
Zhur. This vote is a travesty of the Golden Edict and 
a witch hunt not worthy of the Empire. Zarkhandu 
will not be party to it.” With that, the Zarkhandu 
envoy walked out of the chamber.

The Emperor nodded to the recording herald. 
“Zarkhandu abstains. The vote carries five to two 
with two abstentions. Zarkhandu is stripped of his 
Electoral status. We stand adjourned.”

When the Zarkhandu envoy, Sir Harmod Geiton, 
left the palace moments later, he was mobbed by the 
crowd, demanding to know what was going on in the 
palace and when the vote would be taken. He held up 
one hand, and the crowd silenced for his reply.

“Gracious citizens of Sardarthion, the vote has al-
ready been taken.”

Murmuring grew in the crowd. It was only after 
some minutes that they quieted again.

“The Yagnarists and noble Thace could not stand 
against the rest. The council voted guilty.”

 The crowd erupted. Shouting quickly escalated to 
violence, and rioting consumed the City’s old Impe-
rial Quarter. The constabulary proved incapable of 
dealing with the disturbance, and when the shops 
of Capparganian, Aradécan, and even Golmathi 
merchants were set ablaze by the mob, the Emper-
or called in the Emerald Watch. The Steppe Horse 
Regiments in particular were ruthless in dispersing 
the crowds, which by now had set fire to a consider-
able number of “tyrannist” establishments. The fires 
soon spread, causing substantial damage to parts of 
Northgate, the Port District, and Riverside, before 
they were finally extinguished.

The rioters hurled insults as well as stones at the 
Watch, taunting them as “defenders of Onin Zho”. 
The electoral envoys who voted “for Onin Zho”, i.e. 
against Tirach Zhur were essentially run out of town. 
They were hung from trees in effigy, and they were 
denounced as “lovers of tyranny” and other, less sa-
voury names. All of them resigned, and replacements 

were sent by their respective governments. Only the 
“Grandfather” Sardhan, now well into his eighties, 
remained safe from the mob; his popularity is much 
diminished but still substantial.

Eventually, order was restored. The City continues 
under martial law, and the former envoys of Aradéc, 
Averon, Cappargarnia, and Itaxik remain in hiding. 

In 1509, the Atuburrk envoy demanded that his 
“not guilty” vote regarding the Scrum Decree be en-
tered officially into the record. 

Meanwhile, in Iurdana…
The Urdans suspended work on the Shrine of Iur-

dana for the time being, pending the results of an 
investigation into the disappearance of the Imperial 
Chancellor there. Work parties of nuns and construc-
tion workers combed through the various nooks and 
crannies of the shrine and its grounds, with the Curé 
of Iurdana herself supervising the party in the altar 
area under the great unfinished dome.

Numerous reports by workers and pilgrims are fil-
tering out about sightings of a spectral figure wander-
ing through the shrine. On at least two occasions, this 
figure was spotted near the altar itself, and witnesses 
describe it as a Saurian “made of the dark of night and 
shining stars”. The common assumption is that this is 
the ghost of Duke Willor Agröeš, though some phi-
losophers and theologians prefer to call it an “echo”, 
pointing out that no authenticated haunting has ever 
been described in terms of darkness and stars.

Regardless, a small cultus has grown within Sard-
arthion, and many are already calling the figure “the 
shadow of Saint Willor”.

The Duedhyn Crisis (1506-1510)

P
eace was secured between Duedhyn and 
Araxes, thanks to the timely (if exasperat-
ed) intervention of Duedhyn’s overlord of 

Aradéc. Indeed, the King of Aradéc also smoothed 
relations between Duedhyn and Kommolek, no 
mean feat. A new port town was built in Finnedor to 
celebrate the new era of peace.
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In 1506, the First Matriarch issued a summons19 to 
the Prince of Duedhyn and the Grandmaster of the 
Order of the Raven to appear before her by 1510 to 
answer charges of heresy. The notice was delivered by 
herald, and copies were posted on the doors of every 
Urdan church, priory, abbey, and cathedral in Sahûl. 
It soon became obvious that neither had any intention 
of complying with the summons. The Iluvarian King 
of Aradéc begged for time, but the Church, mindful 
of being kept waiting for over a decade on a previous 
matter involving Duedhyn, was in no mood to dither.

Prince Dallyn, meanwhile, busied himself and 
the Order by personally seeing to the defense of the 
Realm, casting numerous protective magics and con-
centrating the vast bulk of the Order of the Raven in 
Pareis in order to defend against an expected assault 
on the capital. The Prince also oversaw the continuing 
education of the young heir, Meriasek. He was drilled 
in the arts of being a proper future ruler, spending 
much of his time with Raven religious scholars. Me-
riasek proved an apt pupil, and he has become a well-
versed apologist in Ravenist doctrine and dogma. 

As the years passed, and it became obvious to all 
that neither the Prince nor the Grandmaster had any 
intentions of answering the First Matriarch’s sum-
mons, Duedhyn’s Urdan regions grew restive. Even 
the orthodox who supported their Prince began to 
have doubts. An editorial in the orthodox newspaper 
The Trenk Daily Trumpet asked, “surely the Prince is 
no heretic? Why will he not go?”

Then, in mid-1509 a horrific disaster unfolded 
in Pareis, as the historian Ayural arrived riding the 
great Dragon Randgrith. It wasn’t but an hour before 
Prince Dallyn’s Dragon Sanngrithr took to the skies 
in defense of her territory. A tremendous air-battle en-
sued between these mighty immortals; portions of the 
city were set ablaze as one, and then the other, were 
slammed into the ground, spewing fire. The battle was 
a complete stalemate, each combatant getting weaker 
and more wounded, until by chance Sanngrithr scored 
a killing blow against Randgrith, who fell out of the 
sky and flattened part of the docks district. The histo-
19 Please see the Gazette for the text of the Decree on the Investigation 

of the Ravenist Errors.

rian Ayural did not survive the conflagration, and the 
captured spy escaped in the confusion. Many in the 
Principality took this event as a grave omen, though 
opinions differ as to whether it is for good or ill.

As New Year’s Day of 1510 approached, the Prince 
showed no signs of leaving the palace in Pareis. Po-
sitions on both sides hardened, as the Ravenists 
claimed he was being set up on false charges, while 
the orthodox increasingly decided that the Prince 
had something to hide. Heresy? Who knew?

New Year’s Day came and went, and still the 
Prince did nothing. The tensions in the realm had 
nearly reached a breaking point when, in Quintillis 
of 1510, a new document was posted on the doors of 
every Urdan church, priory, abbey, and cathedral in 
Sahûl. It was titled Decree Confirming the Heresy of 
Duedhyn and Excommunication of the Order of the 
Ravens Sect20, and its effect was immediate and explo-
sive. Newspaper headlines throughout the Principal-
ity screamed “Heretics!” or “Lies!” depending upon 
which side of the theological divide the editor sat.

Several thousand knights of the Order of the Ra-
ven resigned their positions, and there were isolated 
incidents of violence by both sides in the Ravenist re-
gions. In Duedhyn’s Urdan regions, however, it was 
an entirely different story. A handful of orthodox 
Dhanos Clan Mothers and the Barons and Lords of 
the orthodox Urdan regions met in the city of Trenk 
in Derrow. Among them was Lord Wydhenn of 
Derrow, a formerly loyal ally of Prince Dallyn. They 
found themselves in agreement that the First Matri-
arch’s excommunication decree forbade them from 
consorting with Ravenist heretics, and they soon 
determined for themselves that the only reasonable 
course of action available to them was to secure an 
orthodox member of House Dhanos and put him 
on the throne. They soon found one in the utterly 
obscure person of Dhanos Merryn, Third Lord Gos-
lowes. He is the Prince’s second cousin several times 
removed, and though few have heard of him, he will-
ingly took the burden.

He was crowned Prince Merryn I in the Priory of 
Keresyk, and he immediately dispatched letters to 
20 Please see the Gazette for the text.
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the King of Aradéc professing fealty, the Emperor 
professing loyalty, and the First Matriarch professing 
orthodoxy.  The result was civil war in Duedhyn.

In late 1510 the Principality split along religious 
lines, except that Decaspë simply rebelled. Both sides 
are warily eyeing each other, eager for the new cam-
paign season to begin in the spring of 1511.

(Duedhyn is under Civil War rules §10.4.4. For 
this Turn only, trade is as indicated21.)

Principality of Duedhyn / Dallyn  (9 s/ra)
His Highness, Prince Dallyn iii of Duedhyn, Baron 
Dhanos, Hereditary Marshal of the Order of the 
Sacred Raven.
Trade: Cappargarnia, Elphárec, ID, IOC, 

Kicitchat, Kommolek, Tiryowglas
DP: Sansoleth (A, but joined Merryn)

P
rince Dallyn finds himself in pretty good 
shape. He has the army, the bulk of the de-
veloped land, and the capital at Pareis. He 

is, however deeply suspicious of almost everybody. A 
purge of the Principality’s leadership ensued as “dis-
loyal” elements were rooted out and, in some cases, 
killed by agents acting on behalf of the Crown. 

Deliveries of promised gryphons were dispatched 
to Kommolek. When told the Orthodox Urdans had 
set up their own prince, heir Meriasek reportedly 
snorted in derision. “They’re not orthodox; they’re 
just ‘motherists’.”

Principality of Duedhyn / Merryn (3 s/ur)
His Highness, Prince Merryn ii of Duedhyn, Lord 
Goslowes, Baron Dhanos, Defender of the Faith.
Trade: Cappargarnia, Einandhu, Elphárec, ID, 

IOC, Kicitchat, Kommolek, Tiryowglas
DP: None.

P
rince Merryn has a lot of work ahead of 
him, but he says that he has Urda behind 
him. What he really needs is a decent army 

and a lot of cash and equipment. 

21 Yes, I’m aware that both factions are technically trading through 
each other. Deal with it.

Barony of Fell Kommolek (20 w&s/yg)
Baron Goesek Annavas ii of Kommolek, Lord Treskaw, 
Burgrave of Fair Belsûnd.
Trade: Araxes, Atuburrk, Cappargarnia, Chi’tixi, 

Duedhyn, Einandhu, Kicitchat, Hyrágec, 
ID, Ingazi, Zarkhandu

DP: None.

B
aron Annavas concentrated on matters in-
ternal, determined to leave Fell Kommolek 
stronger than he found it. Accordingly, new 

armies were levied, public works built in virtually ev-
ery prefecture, and the government expanded. 

Following discussions with the King of Aradéc, 
acting in his capacity of overlord of Duedhyn, the 
oft promised but rarely delivered gryphons finally ar-
rived. Better late than never, as the saying goes.

Namrades erupted four times, showering ash over 
parts of Nametor and Namdynn.

The popularity of shinty grew as leagues formed 
throughout the Barony.

In 1510, it was generally noted that the mountain 
squirrels appear to have grown overly furry.

County of Tiryowglas (23 s&w/il)
His Excellency, Count Lefans iv, Baron Kwilkyn, 
Count of Tiryowglas, Defender of the Faith.
Trade: Aradéc, Cappargarnia, Duedhyn, 

Einandhu, Elphárec, Golmath, Hyrágec, 
Ingazi, ID, IOC, Murali, Urdraháhn

DP: None.

C
ount Lefans determined to enrich his realm 
through truly massive investments in pub-
lic works. Indeed, most of the County’s rev-

enue went to these projects, though new troops were 
also levied. The Count, as a lifelong military man, 
has a deeply careful, some would say “suspicious” 
streak in his character. He therefore sent an army 
southward to investigate the odd goings-on in Shin-
geit and Bûkleth. The Count himself left the capital 
at the head of a mighty spectral army, determined to 
defend Tiryowglas against all comers.

In 1502 a peculiar lightning storm, centered above 
the town of Fordhavon, appeared out of nowhere. 
Repeated lightning strikes culminated in a long, 
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rolling sound as if the Gates of Heaven itself were 
opening. Then there was silence for a moment, fol-
lowed a voice that sounded like a tolling bell, loud 
and clear enough to be heard throughout the streets 
of the town: “I am the Deva Serentas of the Court of 
Iluvar. What is your will, Sir Dalleth?”

The navy continued joint patrols with Ingazi on 
the Upper Antean. They noted that Ingazi had some 
spiffy new galleons and a dragon hanging about.

The Countess Dowager Tesenn died in 1510 at 
the advanced age of 76, having outlived her hus-
band Count Sarik II by six years. As Dame Siljyk 
Tesenn, she caught the eye of the young Lord Sar-
rik in 1451 when she won the Caranes tourney. The 
two were married two years later and by the time of 
her death boasted seven children, 14 grandchildren,  
and one great-grandchild. A career military officer, 
the Countess served for decades as Captain-General 
of the Army of the Antean. The County remains in 
mourning, and her son the Count ordered that the 
Army of the Antean would wear black uniforms 
henceforth.

The working-age population of the County con-
tinued to increase. The confluence of northern and 
southern learning finally occurred in Tiryowglas, 
sparking a renaissance of arts and sciences. Infantry 
and sorcery quality both improved. 

The Averese fleet withdrew to Lake Sardath, but 
Lady Lygus of Sakkar visited, bearing many fantastic 
gifts from the far-off fabled West.

Iluvarian Orthodox Church (23 il)
His All Holiness, Pope Pious viii, Pontiff of Sistrameides, 
Archemandrite of Il�hir.
Trade: Cappargarnia, Duedhyn, Einandhu, 

Elphárec, Hyrágec, ID, Ingazi, Murali, 
Tiryowglas, Urdraháhn

DP: None.

F
earing that “the Yaggies are up to no good”, 
Pope Pious VIII scrambled to mobilize the 
forces at his command and coordinate the 

movement of troops and supplies throughout the 
central Iluvarian states. Devas were summoned and 
new troops levied. Elphárec sent land and air forc-

es to defend Raënor. In the event, no invasion was 
forthcoming, and the crisis appears to have passed 
for now.

Public works investments in Nasvaël brought the 
prefecture nearly to the standards enjoyed by the rest 
of the Pontifical State. The Church enjoyed a renais-
sance of arts and literature; sorcery and cavalry qual-
ity improved. Some now are calling on the Pontiff to 
take advantage of the new cadre of painters, sculp-
tors, and architects to enlarge and embellish Ilúhir 
to the greater glory of Iluvar.

The adjourned Fourth Convocation of Sistrameides 
was never called back into session, and at this point 
the delegates have all gone home.

Most Sanguine Duchy of Elphárec (38 w/il)
His Grace, Eparreb Tashnes iv, the Flamboyant, Count 
of Angûron and Siddhan, Duke of Elphárec.

Trade: Cappargarnia, Duedhyn, Einandhu, 
Hyrágec, Ingazi, ID, IOC, Tiryowglas

DP: None.

D
uke Tashnes IV proved incapable of remain-
ing sober and focused for longer than a few 
weeks at a time. Nevertheless, in 1507 he 

wooed and married the loquacious Lady Enebrel22. 
The honeymoon began with fireworks, as on their 
wedding night a Deva was summoned by the new 
Duchess. It is hoped that an intelligent young wife 
and two Devas will keep the Duke on the straight 
and narrow. If the finger counts are correct, the cou-
ple conceived their first child on that very night, a 
beautiful young girl who was given the name Serrika 
specifically so her father would not be confused. An-
other girl, Tesebrel, was born in 1509.

Great efforts were spent in rooting out any spies 
that might be hanging about in the country. None 
were found. The Ducal engineers built a road from 
Lanûl to Neri. Rangers trained for the Duchy’s air 
armada.

With the advent of the renaissance, sorcery and 
siege quality improved. Past investments also raised 
22 An amusing moment occurred at their wedding, when the Duke 

mis-spoke the young lady’s name as “Enbrel”, which is of course 
his sister’s name. He was soon set to rights.
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airship quality and the training regimen at the Mili-
tary Academy.

Despite the wagon loads of gold and iron sent to 
Sistrameides, the treasury filled up to a healthy level.

The Tale of Ilkurr Valdiss
Baron Ilkurr Valdiss, Toymaker of Mungg, and re-

cently removed to the capital at Epadh with his army 
of stone golems, continued to work on his increas-
ingly more obscure automatons. The air of the capi-
tal proved extremely stimulating to the Baron; the 
new learning and the excitement of the burgeoning 
creative culture in the pubs and taverns of the city 
(where he would occasionally run into his former pa-
tron the Duke in some sort of feeble disguise) sent 
his mind spinning in new directions and trundling 
down new, hitherto unexplored, pathways.

In short, it was exhilarating.
Now in his fifties, he finally succeeded in what 

he called “his life’s work”, an automaton capable of 
playing chess. Her name is Shirley. She has proven a 
great hit in Epadh, where people line up to lay down 
their silver for a chance to play her. So far, no one has 
beaten her.

And now, the Baron has conceived another idea, a 
vast clock, installed in a tower overlooking the main 
plaza of Epadh, with moving automatons that would 
chime the hours, the days, the years, and every holi-
day with appropriate music and a pantomime by the 
automata. It is a grand idea, and he is feverishly draw-
ing out plans, hoping to find a patron to bankroll 
this hopelessly complicated, intricate, and ultimately 
pointless megalithic project.

Kingdom of Hyrágec (25 w/ur)
His Valiant Majesty Irrjir Rahnes vi, the Taciturn, 
King of Hyrágec, Beloved of Urda.
Trade: Aradéc, Atuburrk, Cappargarnia, Chi’tixi, 

Elphárec, Golmath, Ingazi, ID, IOC, 
Kicitchat, ThaceD, ThaceE, Urdraháhn

DP: None.

K
ing Rahnes the Taciturn invested in the 
future of his realm, expanding the govern-
ment and enlarging the University of Pa-

hasar. The lonely abbey of Annendar in Elanggar was 
expanded into a grand cathedral to the greater glory 
of Urda, the first in many centuries not directly con-
trolled by the Church Universal & Triumphant, but 
rather administered as a fief of the King of Hyrágec.

The Gawan Peninsula
The Feudal Northeast

County Palatine of Ingazi (29 w/ur)
His Most Urdan Excellency, Gwariva Trememeres iii, 
Overlord of Gawan, Captain of the East Riding, 
Count Palatine of Ingazi.
Trade: Aradéc, Araxes, Cappargarnia, Chi’tixi, 

Draconic Federation (2), Golmath, Hyrágec, 
ID, IOC, Kicitchat, Kommolek, Murali, 
ThaceE, Tiryowglas, Urdraháhn, (z)
Arkhandu

DP: Wanangi (T)

I
ngazi continued to patrol the Antean River 
in conjunction with Tiryowglas. Another 
fleet set sail from Ingazi for the north, this 

one led by Ingazi’s heir, Lord Trememeres. He took 
the fleet of fifty galleons as far as Wanangi, where 
they rendezvoused with Lord Keebel coming from 
the north. While Keebel took the fleet ever north-
wards, Lord Trememeres stayed to chat with the lo-
cals before heading back home.

New public works projects were put in place 
throughout Ingazi, and many new galleons were laid 
down. Siege and naval quality improved.

A Cappargarnian airfleet of about fifteen ves-
sels visiting Withiwandi nearly ran afoul of Ingazi’s 
Northern Airfleet, but they were already gone by the 
time the Ingazi force arrived. Protests were issued by 
the County Palatine to the Sublime Republic. 

The Mindo Maulers defeated the Deriháhn De-
stroyers for their second straight Ingazi Cup. The 
Maulers’ management issued an open challenge to 
any Golmathi team that thought they were Wen-
emet enough to take them on.
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Church Universal & Triumphant (43.6 ur)
Her All-Holiness Camleda v, the Transfigured Beetle, 
First Matriarch of Urda, Protector of Sahûl.
Trade: Araxes, Aradéc, Atuburrk, Averon, 

Cappargarnia, Draconic Federation (2), 
Einandhu, Golmath, Hyrágec, ID, Ingazi, 
IOC, Itaxik, Kicitchat, Murali, Sakkar, 
ThaceD, ThaceE, Tiryowglas, Zarkhandu

DP: Why yes, why do you ask?

C
amleda spent a week with Count Palatine 
Brannis, giving him final instructions and 
an advance copy of her Matriarchal Encycli-

cal The Sanctity of Life23. The First Matriarch greatly 
enjoyed her fostering of Brannis, and she was looking 
forward to providing the same sort of education for 
the young headstrong daughter of the Grand Duke 
of Araxes. Imagine her surprise when not one, but 
two girls arrived in 1507.

The first, as expected, was the Wenemaiden Lady 
Pangku Thierre. Her father had sent her off, away 
from all the exciting events taking place in Pinyerrel, 
without ever consulting her about her feelings on the 
topic. She arrived with a trunk full of expensive Tha-
cian gowns and a pout.

The other proved to be the studious young Sau-
rian Lady Sardira of House Goshtikka-Snamarthis 
of Thace, sister of the recently graduated Count Pala-
tine Brannis24. She arrived dressed entirely in black, 
wearing heavy boots with spurs, and carrying a caged 
songbird and a book of her own depressing poetry.

Despite their strong protests, they were both im-
mediately clothed in white robes and put under the 
care of the Mistress of Novices. The First Matriarch 
told them that since their lives were of service to their 
country and to Urda, they needed to learn to serve. 

In spite of their differences, the two became fast 
friends, and both entered University with only a year 
at St. Irmengarde’s Elementary School. Neverthe-
less, they spent their weekends and holidays with 
the Holy Mother, including long horse rides. Dur-

23 Excerpts may be found in the Gazette.
24 She had, apparently, been sent to University with explicit instruc-

tions not to wear so much black but rather easy-to-misinterpret 
instructions about which University she was expected to attend.

ing these rides, she attempted to instill in them pi-
ety and wisdom, but at least in the early years this 
proved a challenge. The girls were both willful–not 
disobedient, exactly, but obstinate and prideful. She 
eventually broke them both with a combination of 
strenuous physical exercise, discipline, and sheer will-
power. They grew to love her, if not as a mother then 
perhaps as a cantankerous favourite aunt, and they 
grew into intelligent, determined, self-disciplined 
young women. And their marks at University are ex-
cellent so far.

The great magical Gate in Urdraháhn was activat-
ed for the first time in living memory, and after some 
experiments with rocks and string that were judged 
“reasonably successful”, Captain Trefusis Pennires 
and the Red Dragon Company marched through. 

The First Matriarch was openly apprehensive of 
a Yagnarist putsch in the Draconic March, and vast 
resources were diverted southwards to protect the  
Urdan presence there.

In the north, Saint Mirra was finally reconsecrat-
ed as a Cathedral, closing out a horrible chapter in 
the Church’s history. Other religious construction 
was confined to the western steppe. The Church 
established a Medical College at the University of 
Urdraháhn. Siege and airship quality improved.

In the early spring of 1510, the First Matriarch 
herself took to the skies of Urdraháhn aboard the 
Dragon Skögul and proclaimed the excommunica-
tion of the Prince of Duedhyn and the Grandmaster 
of the Order of the Raven. She further pronounced 
that the Order of the Raven was a sect heretical and 
enjoined no Urdan to have any sort of dealings with 
them whatsoever on pain of eternal condemnation.

The mummified head of the false prophet Barugh 
was taken down from its pike atop the main gate of 
the city. Rumour has it that the First Matriarch has 
installed it in her office.

Mount Pupini erupted continuously, belching 
forth great clouds of dust and ash that in places 
blocked out the sun. 
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Electoral Grand Duchy of Golmath (56 w/ta)
His Majesty, Walarri Parndarra, the Stern, Prince-
Regent of Golmath.
His Great Holiness, Mordican ii, Hierarch of the 
Fellowship of Connate Tarotists and Pontiff of the 
Hidden Lords at Serri. 
His Excellency, the Volpel Zhogian the Fearless, Baron 
Volpel and Count of Runazar.
Margrave Volpel Tregarion of Ebalon.
Trade: Araxes, Aradéc, Atuburrk, Cappargarnia, 

Einandhu, Hyrágec, Ingazi, ID, Murali, 
ThaceE, Tiryowglas, Urdraháhn

DP: Yukarra (F), see below

E
ven as the renaissance came to Golmath, 
Prince Pirna the Erudite died of a fever in 
the winter of 1507 at the age of 62. Several 

complicated dances were disrupted by Pirna’s untimely 
death. For one, the Clan Mothers of Houses Walarri 
and Volpel were in the midst of a marriage negotia-
tion that quite suddenly ended in acceptance on the 
part of the Volpels, catching the Walarris by surprise. 
The Volpels then rather insisted on being included in 
the Walarri deliberations regarding the new Golma-
thi heir and Prince-Regent. The eldest of the Walarri 
Clan Mothers, Baroness Pirri, was rather pointed in 
her criticism that the wedding had yet to take place. 

The suddenly wealthy Volpels quickly threw to-
gether the wedding of the century, and on the Ides 
of Primilis in 1508, the tight-lipped (and ruggedly 
handsome) Volpel Kaidarian, eldest surviving son of 
the Volpel Zhogian25, was married to the delightfully 
bubbly (and fetchingly beautiful) Walarri Wadyima.

The Volpels immediately began their campaign 
to have Kaidarian chosen as heir. They went so far 
as to bring him to the meeting of the Walarri Clan 
Mothers26. The most elderly Baroness Pirri inspected 
the young man, rather as one might a side of meat, 
poking and prodding. Finally, she turned away and 

25 At 26 years old, he is the baby of the family. He has an older sister, 
and he was predeceased by two older brothers, one of whom died 
in a duel and the other at tourney.

26 The Volpels, most of whom were not present anyway, were not 
excluded from the meeting, but by consensus neither were they to 
vote in the final tally.

grunted “too young”. And with that, the campaign 
of the Volpels collapsed.

Ultimately, the Walarri Clan mothers chose the 
more “mature” younger brother of the late Prince-
Regent, Lord Parndarra, called “the stern”. He was 
almost immediately led away by the late Regent’s 
chief of staff, who earnestly pressed upon him the 
need to continue the disrupted “great work” of his 
brother, else disaster would surely overtake them all.

Shortly thereafter, the new Prince-Regent can-
celled all public appearances. When he was next seen 
in public, at the funeral of Baroness Pirri in 1510, he 
appeared haggard and much aged.

Nevertheless, Golmath expanded its programme 
of public works with the most extraordinary expen-
diture in the Grand Duchy’s history. Virtually every 
prefecture was brought up to a minimum standard, 
and the splendours of the capital were greatly en-
hanced. Pirayi and Daryis were also singled out. The 
average standard of living throughout Golmath is 
now among the highest in the world.

The government expanded, and the new learning 
spurred advances in sorcery and naval sciences. Cal-
lam expanded into a proper city. Many new forces 
were raised for the defense of Golmath, though the 
Underlands War continued with mixed results.

Tarotist missionaries were sent to a number of re-
gions throughout the Grand Duchy, but especially in 
the Ebalon March. Inroads were made in Yagnarist 
Minyappa, but Iluvarian Murrugappa simply con-
verted wholesale, much to the dismay of the older, 
staunchly IO aristocracy. Similarly, Urdan Ina con-
verted, but similar attempts in Caros, Toworrah, 
and Yuwa failed. In the latter two prefectures, the 
discontent fomented by the missionaries resulted 
in widespread discontent and very nearly led to re-
bellion. The marcher lords are calling for Margrave 
Tregarion to cut short his vacation and get back to 
Tyrvale post haste.

There were reports in the forests of an increase in 
poaching and, especially, the trapping of bears, pos-
sibly for illegal bear-baiting pits in the north. 
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All-East Rugby Championships, 1510
The Pagumath Pirates, now coached by retired 

Forward Stremat Penges, did their very best to create 
the first rugby sports dynasty. Undefeated in three 
seasons, they beat their most hated rivals, the Callam 
Kilted Maniacs 8-6 in the 1510 championship final.

Negotiations to integrate the Ingazi League into 
All-East play have stalled. The commissioners balked 
at the idea of three leagues (Golmath, Runazar, In-
gazi), but efforts to divide the Golmath League in 
two have proved difficult to negotiate.

Electoral Kingdom of Aradéc (40 w/il)
His Royal Majesty, Sansollen Rhazahan iv, Baron of 
Wanumarra, Overlord of Duedhyn, Imperial Governor 
of Aradior, Electoral King of Aradéc.
Trade: Araxes, Atuburrk, Cappargarnia, Golmath, 

Hyrágec, ID, Ingazi, Kicitchat, Murali, 
ThaceE, Tiryowglas, Urdraháhn, Yarni-Za

DP: Abijar (A, but reduced to T, see below), 
Milawalpayi (A)

K
ing Rhazahan spent an inordinate amount 
of time pursuing peace between his vassal of 
Duedhyn and his neighbours. Araxes was 

soothed. Kommolek was satisfied. There was only 
the small matter of a summons to the Holy Mother 
for the Duedhyn Prince to accomplish on his own.

The Thacian Renaissance (with a little bit of 
Duedhyn thrown in) arrived in Aradéc, taking the 
country by storm. A breakthrough was made in the 
kingdom’s sorcerous skills, and airship quality im-
proved. Then, thanks to wise investments, airship 
quality improved again. Prince Deric caught the full 
effect of the revolution in learning as he began at-
tending Darnuldeis Military Academy in 1506. He is 
proving extremely charismatic, though his military 
studies are perhaps not all they could be. His younger 
half-brother Prince Endrahan, a studious boy if ever 
there was, is enjoying primary school. 

The Aradéc Rugger Conference (ARC) attempted 
to get organized, though the level of play is nowhere 
near where it is in Golmath, or even Ingazi. To help 
the sport develop, King Rhazahan dedicated a sta-
dium in Darnuldeis, called Stadio ap Iluvar. It was 

not the only megalithic project in the city. Engineers 
constructed a series of expansions to the foundations 
of city walls, allowing them to build the walls them-
selves both thicker and higher.

The port town of Derideis rose in Palamingka, 
and a lovely new priory was built in Eimés.

Shortly after the region allied with Aradéc, young 
Count Palatine Brannis of Thace visited Abijar in 
1509, hoping to convince the locals to join his realm. 
While he did give the locals second thoughts about 
Aradéc, he was ultimately unsuccessful in securing 
them to his cause. He did endow an “Abijar Pilgrim’s 
Fund” to enable locals (and other Iluvarians) to make 
the pilgrimage to the Gates of Hûrn. He also work-
shopped his new play, “The Owl Hunts at Night”, 
which was very well received. 

Sadly, Queen Mayia died in 1509, just days shy of 
her fiftieth birthday. With her death, the King’s pop-
ularity, particularly in the far east, diminished no-
ticeably. The two princes have taken her death hard.

In late 1510, an Electoral Thacian fleet of 50 trans-
ports escorted by 25 airships called at Abijar. They were 
slightly befuddled that they didn’t own the place.

County of Murali (13 w/ta)
His Excellency, Kilyara Drathnes i, Baron of Karrka, 
Count of Murali, Lord Admiral of the Red.
Trade: Aradéc, Golmath, Ingazi, IOC, Tiryowglas, 

Urdraháhn
DP: None.

T
he renaissance blossomed in Murali. Work 
continued on the Grand Library of Sahûl, 
and as it approaches completion, scholars 

are already converging on it from all over eastern 
Sahûl. The Heralds are investigating the possibility 
of making copies of their heraldic and genealogical 
records for deposit there.

A diplomatic foray into the Underlands did not 
go as well as planned, though it certainly could have 
gone much worse.

Following the proscribed and customary sacrifices 
to the Lords of Fate, a curious event occurred. For 
five years, every live birth in Murali was actually the 
birth of twins, or even triplets. Now, while twins are 
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by no means a rarity among the Wenemet, the sheer 
number of multiple births proved a bit of a boon to 
the nanny and toy sectors of the economy.

The Way of Yustomon continues to spread through-
out Murali and into the neighbouring realms.

Iathedek: the Protectorate of Friebæld

P
eace prevailed, though barely. Observers 
have noted a tough brown grass growing 
throughout the Protectorate. 

Veiled Masters of Yarni-Za (9 yg)
His Unholy Magnificence, the Lich Ystar, Thirteenth 
Patriarch of the Priests of Ozahn, Dread Hand of 
Yagnar, Voice of the Hidden Masters of Yarni-Za, 
Master of the Fell. 
Trade: Aradéc, Zarkhandu
DP: No.

Y
star the Lich moved his pieces around the 
chessboard with deliberation and subtlety. 
He also invested vast sums wisely, though 

only government efficiency improved. Ystar celebrat-
ed his 850th birthday in 1510 by sacrificing five hun-
dred virgins to the flame at the Temple of the Eye.

Electoral Kingdom of Zarkhandu (43 s/yg)
His Dread Majesty, Tirach Bæn the Child, Lord 
Sakkath, Count of V�hlath & Mlideen, Duke of 
Hyáglion, Electoral King of Zarkhandu. 
His Majesty, Tirach Zhur the Magnificent, Prince 
Imperial, Speaker of the Zarkhandu Regency. 
Trade: Draconic Federation (2), Ingazi, Kommolek, 

Urdraháhn, Yarni-Za
DP: Hallek (F), Bohen (T)

Z
arkhandu embraced the developing renais-
sance once the contents of the dense ancient 
Duedhyni texts could be adequately trans-

lated. Tirach Zhur’s magnificent royal court proved 
the epicentre of a glorious revolution in Zarkhandu 
thought and philosophy that is only slowly filtering 
from the intelligentsia to the bourgeois. 

The renaissance sparked advances in infantry and 
sorcery. Wise investment procured improvements in 
siege technology. The government expanded, as did 

Zarkhandu’s Diplomatic Academy. Built by Tirach 
Zhur as part of his arts patronage program, the new 
Royal Opera House in the capital proved extremely 
popular. The building itself is an architectural mar-
vel, blending the new wennic style with more tradi-
tional Zarkhandu forms. The developing forms of 
Zarkhandu high opera are perhaps unlistenable to 
untrained ears, and visitors are encouraged to begin 
with one of the lighter comic operas that play on 
weekend afternoons during the season.

Perhaps expecting an invasion from its neighbours, 
Zarkhandu constructed five fortresses: Mîrad-sûl in 
Mekellan, Garek-sûl in Zîman-Dath, Dar-sûl in Zî-
man-Heth, Ogrek-sûl in Zîmandhu, and Torig-sûl 
in Zodrek.

The Human colony in Vúhlath continued to pros-
per, even thrive. Those crazy baboons are breeding 
like rabbits.

A small flotilla of ten or so airships were noted fly-
ing eastward from Irusa.

The Draconic Crisis (1507-1509)
News arrived in early spring of 1507 from Sard-

arthion regarding the stripping of Tirach Zhur of 
his electoral title. This came as little surprise to the 
wily King, and the ground had been long prepared. 
Across the Kingdom, most rallied to their King, and 
there were even calls for revenge. There were those 
who said the Kingdom of Zarkhandu predated the 
Second Empire, and these “upstart” electors were act-
ing well above their station in stripping Zarkhandu’s 
King of his honours. 

The King quieted these discordant voices. “It is,” 
he said, “but a moment in the life of the nation. It 
will pass, and Zarkhandu will emerge from this chal-
lenge as she emerges from every challenge, stronger.”

Still, there were those who disagreed. In particu-
lar, Zarkhandu’s tributary regions were restive and 
most nobles of the Urdan Draconic March consid-
ered their allegiance to Zarkhandu ended by the loss 
of Tirach Zhur’s status as an elector.

Diplomats and missionaries were Zarkhandu’s 
measured response. Tributary Nuáda actually con-
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verted to Yagnarism, but then they rebelled anyway. 
The other tributaries held firm.

In the Draconic March, however, it was a different 
story entirely. Despite the best efforts of the young 
and extremely charismatic Margrave Zharat, the Ur-
dan Barons renounced their tribute en masse. When 
the Haidek garrison took that prefecture into inde-
pendence, rumours flew that Margrave Zharat was 
making some sort of power play for himself.

The situation was further confused by scores of 
Yagnarist missionaries from Kommolek that were 
working in Derridon, Sital, and Tyldek. The were 
met by opposing foreign Urdan missionaries, there 
to shore up the native clergy. Fights broke out in 
several regions, particularly in Derridon, between 
competing missionaries. The locals, who are quite 
firm—even zealous—in their faith, found the whole 
thing pretty amusing. At one point, some enterpris-
ing young chap was selling tickets to the fights.

Fearing violence against the Urdans, the Ingazi 
fleet in the Antean broke off from their patrols with 
Tiryowglas and Murali and stationed itself defiantly 
between Zarkhandu and its former March. Though 
no violence ensued, the Ingazi captains were clearly 
not afraid of a fight. Some of them were positively 
spoiling for one.

Margrave Zharat, meanwhile, turned up in Arren-
deis, where he summoned the Urdan Barons to an 
urgent meeting. He explained to them that the unity 
of the March was more important than any differ-
ence of opinion in religious matters. With a voice 
like honey, he said “as your Margrave, I am perfectly 
willing to attend Urdan services if that will smooth 
out any political issues that would stand in the way 
of unity.” They almost bought it.

Only the grizzled Baron of Darathal spoke, in the 
affected drawl he sometimes used when he was out 
fishing and explaining life lessons to his grandchil-
dren. “You know, Zharat, I liked you better when 
you had principles. I might’ve stayed if you’d stuck by 
‘em.” He got up from his chair and walked out.

 One by one, the rest of the Urdan Barons with-
drew from the room, leaving the young Margrave 
Zharat alone with his important life lesson.

With Zarkhandu’s electoral privileges withdrawn, 
several of the more ambitious members of House 
Sakkath began plotting to take over the royal seat 
and so restore the Kingdom’s privileges. The more 
amateur were simply confronted by ZEP27 and sent 
home with a stern warning, but at least one rallied 
sufficient support to his side that he was arrested. 
Sakkath Sanzar later died “while trying to escape”.

By 1508, the King issued a brief statement saying 
that Zarkhandu was more important than any one 
person, even her King. He was therefore abdicating 
in favour of his son Prince Sharrat and a regency 
council effective noon the next day. The hand-picked 
council asked the now ex-King to be their spokes-
man, and he only agreed under some duress, as he 
was anxious to finish writing his new book.

Prince Sharrat took the regnal name Tirach Bæn, 
as he ascended the throne at the tender age of five.

As for the Urdan Barons, in 1509 they threw 
Zharat over the border into Taizhîr, figuring that 
Zarkhandu justice would best know how to handle 
him, and they announced the formation of a new 
federation. The so-called Draconic Federation is a 
trade league, and not really a realm in any sense of 
the word. There is no one leader, no government, and 
very little infrastructure to speak of. The will to uni-
ty is certainly present, but the organizational skills 
are sadly lacking at the moment.

The Underlands
Down Under

Pama-Ati & Federated Guilds

T
he Federated Guilds Council tried to put 
together a coherent defense. Golmathi 
Lords Wooster and Gussie launched 15,000 

dragoons into Pama-Ati’s homeland of Tawatja. The 
Guilds managed to gather about 12,000 heavy infan-
try under Mani Ganapri, aided by two other Guild 
Masters. Battle was joined near the Katana Stair.

27 Zarkhandu’s Ministry of the Interior handles internal security. 
ZEP supposedly stands for “Zarkhandu Espionage and Policing”, 
though nobody knows for sure. The real name is a state secret.
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With the aid of their magic sword, the Golmathi 
sliced through the Guild defenses, whose casualties 
included two Guild Masters. Golmath suffered 5,000 
dead, and none of name. The surviving 1,500 defend-
ers fell back behind the walls of Pama-Ati itself. 

Lord Gussie took command of the siege. Pama-Ati 
proved rather better at siege warfare, causing huge 
casualties in the besieging force. Ultimately, they 
could not defend against Lord Gussie’s magic blade. 
In 1510, the remaining 4,000 Golmathi dragoons 
poured through a breach in the walls and gained the 
city. The remaining defenders were annihilated, and 
Master Mani Ganapri did not survive.

With that, the government of Pama-Ati and the 
Federated Guilds scattered, and the realm itself col-
lapsed. The besieged town of Torohinati in Milay-
thina surrendered to Golmath.

In Wuka Luyni, however, the forces of Master 
Awatja ventured out of Tahuati and thrashed the 
Golmathi garrison there, restoring the region’s inde-
pendence.

Union of Yani (9 y/-)
The Right Honourable Provost of Yani and Master 
of the Union Guilds of the Towns of Yangina, Mani 
Prupari IV.
Trade: Iani (1), Putini
DP: None.

P
rupari continued building up Yani’s already 
formidable army. Although Murali did not 
initiate trade, they did send a 20,000-man 

force under a flag of truce to treat with the Union. 
Despite the show of force, not to mention a hefty 
gift, the Murali Lord Zanthes was unable to make 
much headway in his attempt at convincing the Un-
derlanders to pledge fealty to his Count.

Putini Alliance (5 y/-)
The Honourable Hereditary Mayor of Putini, Mani 
Makara.
Trade: Yani
DP: None.

P
utini, fairly sure that their neighbours to 
the north were up to no good, continued to 
build up their armies.

The New World
The Great Green North

Atuburrk Expedition of 1506

I
n 1507, the latest Atu-
burrk air exploration 
expedition scouted 

out the land named on their 
maps as “Usk”. They found a 
beautiful, fertile country full 
of weird and hostile natives 
that attempted to kill them 
where ever they landed. They 
rode large, bird-like creatures 
and when they attacked, they 
sang haunting songs in a harsh language that none 
could understand.

Viceroyalty of New Ingazi (1 w/ur)
Gorres, Lord Trouserdale, Admiral of the Ocean 
Sea, Lord Lieutenant of Saint Ilana, and Viceroy 
of New Ingazi.
Trade: None
DP: None

P
erched on the Dragon Gunwere, Lord 
Trouserdale led his army of 12,000 Wen-
emet cavaliers and knights into Pihawhe. 

The Human defenders were obliterated by a well-
placed fire bolt, and their unorthodox priory was 
burnt to the ground. Moving on to Memitoa, the 
Ingazi smashed the Human defenders the old fash-
ioned way. It was a rout; the baboons are almost as 
afraid of the Ingazi horses as they are of the dragon.

In 1508 Lord Keebel’s fleet of galleons arrived in 
Saint Ilana, disgorging Wenemet colonists and Rever-
end Mother Dora. The supplies she brought with her 
proved instrumental in the success of the voyage, al-
though Ingazi having the most advanced ships in the 
known world certainly had something to do with it.

Lord Keebel moved on to Pihawhe, which was 
also colonized. Reverend Mother Dora bore a war-
rant from the Count-Palatine for Lord Trouserdale, 
containing his appointment as Viceroy of Ingazi’s 
new world dependencies. 
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Provincial Governors of the Empire

Province Governor Province Governor
Agador vacant Kembul bureaucrat

Anabreis bureaucrat Kiermon bureaucrat

Aradaun bureaucrat Kinsidan vacant

Aradior Aradéc Kordier vacant

Ardebon vacant Kumarand bureaucrat

Artier bureaucrat Lambris bureaucrat

Balashan bureaucrat Larloc bureaucrat

Belegaridor bureaucrat Mondahan bureaucrat

Biralis bureaucrat Muralis bureaucrat

Chos bureaucrat Narchoal bureaucrat

Dorthacia vacant Nauatidran bureaucrat

Dranchoal bureaucrat Orinos bureaucrat

Dranmul bureaucrat Sachon bureaucrat

Drazhan bureaucrat Sardior bureaucrat

Endior bureaucrat Sistramidor bureaucrat

Iantier bureaucrat Tepalis bureaucrat

Iasedior bureaucrat ThaciaMaior bureaucrat

Kaidu bureaucrat ThaciaMinor bureaucrat

Kanapad vacant Thebia vacant

Kanmul bureaucrat Tramelis bureaucrat

Kaparis bureaucrat Withidan Itaxik

Kassaria bureaucrat Yann vacant

Kastier bureaucrat

Imperial Gazette

Appointments

To Chancellor of the Empire: Grand Duke Pangku 
Tramandes II of Araxes. 

To Lord Admiral of the Red: Count Kilyara Drathnes of 
Murali. 

To Governor of Withidan: Princess Yautlatoaya II of 
Itaxik.

To Governor of Anabreis, Dorthacia, Kumarand, 
Orinos, Sachon, Tepalis: by examination.

Published by the Ancient and Undaunted Order of Heralds by Appointment to His Imperial Majesty

Open Offices

Due to death, retirement, or incapacitation of the 
previous office-holders, the following are now vacant:

Governors as indicated.

Emperor Sardhan
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A Report on the Assassinations of Onin Zho and 
Tiribissi Enya (1506)

Working together for the betterment of Sahûl, 
the Iluvarian Orthodox Church and the Church Universal 
and Triumphant jointly announce the results of their in-
vestigative efforts and psychometry in regard to the assas-
sinations of Onin Zho and Princess Tiribissi Enya.

The Iluvarian Orthodox Church and Church 
Universal & Triumphant worked together for the follow-
ing reasons; neither primacy has a stake in the results, the 
Iluvarian Orthodox Church is motivated by justice and 
the desire to eliminate assassination as a political tool, 
and the Church Universal & Triumphant is motivated by 
balance and a desire for the general peace. The Iluvarian 
Orthodox Church and Church Universal & Triumphant 
provided their own investigators, gold, and mana for 
this investigation. The Iluvarian Orthodox Church and 
Church Universal & Triumphant would like to thank 
the Emperor for His co-operation and would like to ac-
knowledge His lack of interference in the process. Both 
primacies would request that an amount of extinguished 
resources be compensated to the respective churches for 
their efforts on behalf of the Empire.

The Iluvarian Orthodox Church and the Church 
Universal & Triumphant examined the red mask found 
upon the dead assassin, the bowl which held the assassin’s 
liver, and the sword which killed Tiribissi Enya.

First, the death of Tiribissi Enya remains enigmatic. 
While it was determined that she was killed during the 
melee following the death of Onin Zho, by a member of 
the Black Blood Battalion. The intention of the swords-
man, whether accidental or intentional, was impossible 
to determine. In either regard, the circumstance remains 
unclear and no other details are available, therefore we 
cannot assert that this death was a murder.

Second, the mask found upon the “assassin” was 
placed upon him by elements of the Black Blood Battalion 
prior to the death of Onin Zho. It was the first contact the 
“assassin” had with this mask. We were not able to deter-
mine who originally sent the assassin, or if he was in fact a 
member of the Crimson Masque.

Third, the bowl. The bowl was in the hands of Tirach 
Zhur as part of the ritual. An unknown substance was 
put into the bowl by the now King of Zarkhandu just be-
fore the liver was added to it for the consumption of the 
Emperor.

It is the determination of this committee after care-
ful deliberation of the evidence and actions surrounding 
the bowl and the mask, that Tirach Zhur, operating in 
concert with members of the Black Blood Battalion, is 
responsible for the death of Emperor Onin Zho.

This concludes the joint report by the Iluvarian 
Orthodox Church and the Church Universal & 
Triumphant.

Respectfully,

Reverend Friar Adrian 
Director, Iluvarian Orthodox Church Bureaucratic and 
Diplomatic Corps

in conjunction and concurrence with

Reverend Mother Rhonda 
Keeper of the Urdan Archives & Head Librarian of the 
Library of Urdraháhn 
Prefect of the Urdan Historical Commission

 

The Scrum Decree (1506)

You have seen the evidence of the psychometry 
performed by the Church Universal & Triumphant 
and the Illuvarian Orthodox Church finding that King 
Tirach Zhur of Zarkhandu was responsible for the death 
of Emperor Onin Zho.

As well, you have seen King Tirach Zhur does not 
deny that he provided the mode of Emperor Onin Zhos’s 
death, but proposes in his defense that he was acting on 
the request of Emperor Onin Zho and assisted in a ritual 
suicide.  King Tirach Zhur provides only his testimony as 
evidence of this defense.

Thus, King Tirach Zhur stands accused of regicide.
King Tirach Zhur has motioned that the charge of 

regicide be dismissed because he claims that a Trial By 
Combat occurred when he fought King Onin Torr in 
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1500. After careful deliberation and consideration, this 
motion is denied for two reasons. First the charge of kill-
ing the Emperor is Imperial in nature and outside the 
jurisdiction of the Kingdom of Zarkhandu. Next, this 
combat was clearly a duel where the both parties have re-
sponsibilities to select time, place and weapons, whereas 
in a Trial by Combat the judicial authority makes these 
decisions.  An example of this difference would be the 
challenge to a duel by King Onin Zhur of Zarkhandu to 
Emperor Deric II versus the Armourer’s Decree of 1481 by 
Emperor Onin Zho, which declares a Trial by Combat.

Since this crime was against the Empire by an Elector, 
I shall not unilaterally decide King Tirach Zhur’s fate. 
Rather, I  ask the Electors to cast a vote via their represen-
tatives in Sardarthion to decide the guilt or innocence of 
King Tirach Zhur and put this matter to rest.

A vote of Not Guilty shall mean that King Tirach 
Zhur acted on the request of Emperor Onin Zhur and is 
not responsible for his actions because of the order.

A vote of Guilty shall mean that King Tirach Zhur is 
responsible for the death of Emperor Onin Zho.

Since a guilty verdict is clearly in contradiction of the 
responsibilities assigned to an Elector of the Empire the 
penalty shall be the loss of Electoral status as outline un-
der Chapter 2, Section 6 of the Golden Edict.

May your god or gods be with you and guide your de-
cision.

Sardhan, Servant of the Empire

Advertisement. Please patronise our sponsors.

The Rye Decree for the Extension of the Charter of 
the Most Ancient and Undaunted Imperial Order of 
Heralds (1506)

The Heralds’ charter and mission shall now in-
clude the rendering of legal and constitutional opinion to 
the Realms of the Empire of Sahûl.

Sardhan, Servant of the Empire

Second Epistle of Reconciliation and Unity (1506)

Her Holiness Aketika XII, Iluvarian Matriarch of the 
West, Archemandrite of Tikata.

Dame Akit Ketira, Grandmistress of the Military Order 
of the Sword of Iluvar, Protector of the Church Militant 
and the Holy Synod, Administrator of the Demense of 
Tikata.

Her Holiness Sardula III, Iluvarian Matriarch of the 
West, Archemandrite of Tikata.

Sisters in the Light of Iluvar,

We have been evaluating the situation in the West and 
the circumstances that have brought us to this current im-
passe. We have noticed that the condition of the Church 
Militant has deteriorated over the past fifty years. There 
have been no grand gestures to the glory of Iluvar. No as-
sistance to the Iluvarian realms in the West. Nothing but 
increasing bureaucracy, inaction and corruption. We note 
that currently the religious fervor in the Church demesne 
is so weak that should a half-way motivated realm send 
missionaries, the population would be swayed to another 
god. This is a poor example for a Iluvarian Primacy to set.

We apologize to Sardula. We have no idea what kind 
of Archemandrite you would have made, but judging by 
your actions in a time of trouble, We have our doubts.

Additionally, We cannot condone the actions of 
Dame Akit Ketira. Taking arms against fellow Iluvarians, 
even those with barely the will to attend services on Holy 
Days, is anathema to Iluvarianism. However, We also are 
coming to understand there was not much else for her to 
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do. We do acknowledge, that at least she did something. 
Considering the current climate We believe Dame Ketira 
may have in fact been inspired to action by Iluvar him-
self, shaking the Church Militant into revitalized life in 
an hour of need. So, We, Pope Pious VIII acknowledge 
that Akit Ketira was acting for the good of the Church 
Militant and forgive and absolve her and her followers of 
any sins against the Iluvarian faith.

Finally, We and the Iluvarian Orthodox Church 
recognize Akit Ketira as the appropriate leader of the 
Church Militant.

We, therefore, present the following course to end the 
internal strife which afflicts your branch of the Iluvarian 
Church: Dame Akit Ketira’s faction will forgive all who 
took the cause of Aketika XII and Sardula III and prom-
ise to take no retribution against them and allow all who 
wish to return to the Church Militant. In return, for this 
largess, all members of the Orret and Traditional fac-
tions will pledge loyalty to Dame Akit Ketira and the 
Reformers of the Church Militant and cede control of all 
regions and religious sites to the Reformers authority.

We call upon the  Holy Synod to re-convene and af-
firm Dame Akit Ketira as the legal Archemandrite of the 
Church Militant. If Aketika XII or Sardula III and any of 
their followers, choose to not return to the territories of 
the Church Militant, they will be granted asylum in the 
IOC or they may go where they will, subject to a personal 
parole promising to not interfere with the function of any 
branch of the Iluvarian church, nor to create a sect, nor 
conduct operations without the permission of the IOC, 
subject to being outcast or declared heretic.

His All Holiness, Pope Pious VIII,  
Pontiff of Sistrameides, Archemandrite of Ilúhir

Decree on the Investigation of the Ravenist Errors 
(1506)

Listen, O Urda, to our prayers, for foxes have aris-
en seeking to destroy the vineyard whose winepress you 
alone have trod. You committed the care, rule, and ad-
ministration of the vineyard, an image of the triumphant 
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church, to the First Matriarch and to her successors. The 
wild boar from the forest seeks to destroy it and every 
wild beast feeds upon it.

May all give heed to the cause of the Church, mother 
of all churches and teacher of the faith. Against the Urdan 
Church lying teachers are rising, introducing ruinous 
sects, and drawing upon themselves speedy doom. Their 
tongues are fire, a restless evil, full of deadly poison. They 
have bitter zeal, contention in their hearts, and boast and 
lie against the truth.

Let all this holy Church of Urda, I say, arise to banish 
all heresies from the lands of the faithful, and be pleased 
to maintain the peace and unity of Her holy Church.

For we can scarcely express, from distress and grief of 
mind, what has reached our ears for some time; alas, we 
have even seen with our eyes and read the many diverse 
errors. Some of these have already been condemned in the 
Order of Excommunication and of Public Repentance to 
the “ Prophet ” Barugh & the Raven Crusaders. Other er-
rors are either heretical, false, scandalous, or offensive to 
pious ears, as seductive of simple minds, originating with 
false exponents of the faith who in their proud curiosity 
yearn for the world’s glory, and contrary to the Church’s 
teaching, wish to be wiser than they should be. From their 
sight fear of Urda has now passed.

These errors have recently propagated among the more 
frivolous of the illustrious Duedhyn nation. We grieve 
the more that this happened there because we and our 
predecessors have always held this nation in the bosom of 
our affection. In virtue of our pastoral office committed 
to us by the divine favor we can under no circumstances 
tolerate or overlook any longer the pernicious poison of 
error without disgrace to the Urdan religion and injury to 
orthodox faith.

Therefore we wish to proceed with great care as is 
proper, and to cut off the advance of this plague and can-
cerous disease so it will not spread any further.

We have therefore determined to hold a careful in-
quiry, scrutiny, discussion, strict examination, and ma-
ture deliberation with the persons of his highness Prince 
Dallyn III of Duedhyn and Grandmaster Kerydh of the 
Order of the Sacred Raven. They are commanded to ap-
pear before us by 1510 in the holy city of Urdraháhn.
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We restrain both in the virtue of holy obedience and 
under the penalty of excommunication latæ sententiæ. We 
furthermore enjoin that in the meantime they cease from 
all preaching or teaching of the faith.

Her All Holiness

Camleda V the Transfigured Beetle 
First Matriarch of Urda, Protector of Sahûl.

Matriarchal Encyclical on the Sanctity of Life  
(selected excerpts, 1507)

Written as gift to His Most Excellent Majesty 
Brannis VI upon his taking leadership of Electoral Thace 
and for all Urdans.

In our time as privileged surrogate to Brannis, 
who has been a model son and Urdan, we have thought 
for many years on a subject that had, never before having 
been a “parent”, became our duty, focus, and joy. We have 
profound and humble thanks for this rare sublime gift.

We belong to a Church that is deeply prejudiced, bi-
ased, in fact. Irredeemably, unequivocally, unabashedly 
prejudiced on behalf of life. This is, of course, as it should 
be. Urda wills it.

As your leader and a firm believer in the Urdan in-
tellectual heritage of joining faith and reason, We speak 
not only to Urdan clergy, but to all Urdans engaged in the 
circle of family life wither household or hive.

To one and all, The Holy Mother states this truth: 
the most serious duty of transmitting life, for which 
married persons are the free and responsible collaborators 
of Urda the Creator, has always been a source of great joys 
to them, even if sometimes accompanied by not a few dif-
ficulties and distress. Thus is the question of the joyful 
duty of responsible parenthood. Responsible parenthood 
means the knowledge and respect of their humours; intel-
lect discovers in the power of giving life biological laws 
which are part of the kindred. We are most close to Urda 
herself while creating and nurturing. …

Marriage is not, then, the effect of chance or the prod-
uct of evolution of unconscious natural forces; it is the 
wise institution of the Creator to realize in Kindred Her 

design of love. By means of the reciprocal personal gift of 
self, proper and exclusive to them, husband and wife tend 
towards the communication of their beings in view of 
mutual personal perfection, to collaborate with Urda in 
the generation and education of new lives. …

We charge and challenge all Urdans over Sahûl and 
beyond to propagate the world with Urdan kindred by re-
sponsible parenthood and in turn, the Urdan faith.

Her All Holiness

Camleda V the Transfigured Beetle 
First Matriarch of Urda, Protector of Sahûl.

Decree Confirming the Heresy of Duedhyn and 
Excommunication of the Order of the Raven Sect 
(1510)

Let it be known that by their own acts, Prince 
Dallyn III of Duedhyn and Grandmaster Kerydh of the 
Order of the Sacred Raven and by association all those 
who subscribe to that Order, have thus condemned them-
selves to Excommunication and Damnation. 

If anyone accord to wicked heretics in any manner 
whatsoever, by any word whatsoever, at any time whatso-
ever, or in any place whatsoever and illicitly removes the 
boundaries firmly established by the Matriarchy of the 
Church Universal and Triumphant in order to seek their 
own glory above the glory of Urda, for novelties and ex-
positions of another faith, even briefly, for it is customary 
for the most impious heretics to do anything else, should 
anyone through diabolical operation crookedly and cun-
ningly act contrary to the pious preaching of the ortho-
dox teachers of the Church, that is, its Matriarchal and 
conciliar proclamations and traditions, to the destruction 
of sincere confession unto the Urdan and through no oth-
er, and persist without repentance unto the end: let such 
a person be condemned forever, and let all the people say: 
So be it! So be it!

Her All Holiness

Camleda V the Transfigured Beetle 
First Matriarch of Urda, Protector of Sahûl.
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Imperial Strength Index
# Realm Player Forum Name E-mail ISI
The Great Powers

1 Golmath / Emperor ....... Paul Flinton ................Free Beer ................................. cruentidei@gmail.com ................... 2,344.5
2 Aradéc ............................... Charles Hurst ............Xanthi ..................................... charlesh@teleport.com ....................1,963.7
3 Cappargarnia ................... Steven Lloyd ...............Blackheart .............................. slloyd13@gmail.com ........................ 1,581.5
4 Araxes ............................... Christopher Hord .....chordam7................................ chordam7@yahoo.com ....................1,329.4
5 Chi’tixi ............................. Steve Cagg ..................Priest King ............................. ragnarstation@hotmail.com ..........1,314.4

Major Powers

6 Atuburrk .......................... Adam Sherman ..........Gonnagle ................................mad.angus@yahoo.com ..................1,293.7
7 Thace, Elector .................. Gareth Anderson ......kolgrim ....................................kolgrim@gmail.com ........................1,258.2
8 Itaxik ................................. Michael Warner ........Galen .......................................me1451@comcast.net ...................... 1,243.4
9 Averon ............................... Kevin Lawrence .........Averon Inc ..............................privatej67@yahoo.com ....................1,210.9
10 Ingazi ................................. Harry Jago ..................jago ........................................... jagoh@yahoo.com ............................ 1,118.5
11 Zarkhandu ....................... Theo Moriarty ...........Mandala of Blood ................. tmoriarty@gmail.com .................... 1,046.9
12 Church U&T .................. Anne Porter ................Cupcake .................................. crabbycupcakes@gmail.com ..........1,035.2

Regional Powers

13 Pexiki ................................ John Schmid...............Magus ......................................magus@spellcaster.org ....................... 890.4
14 Elphárec ............................ Lisa Kaattari ...............Kaattari ...................................kaylee.robinson@rocketmail.com ....888.0
15 Thace, Duchy ................... Jake Roberts ...............Jake .......................................... jacob.roberts1@gmail.com ................799.7
16 Hyrágec ............................. Frank Thein ................Frank .......................................fthein@gmx.de .....................................770.5
17 Duedhyn/Dallyn ........... Alex James ..................Clan Dhanos of Duedyn.....ClanDhanos@yahoo.com .................743.9
18 Tiryowglas ....................... Mike Johnson ............Minister of Defense .............printermanmj@aol.com .....................739.9
19 Taneki ............................... Don Wynne................meriden ...................................dpatrickwynne@gmail.com ..............733.0
20 Kommolek ....................... Cortlandt Winters ....Cortah..................................... cwinters@notebookmargins.com ....696.5
21 Kicitchat ........................... James Hazeltine .........Von Malvalken ...................... jhazeltine@pleiadesmm.com.............552.0
22 Veiled Masters ................. Jim Tucker ..................thirteenth .................................................................................................. 511.0

Minor Powers

23 IOC ................................... Jason Pearl ..................redoubtable1 .......................... redoubtable1@comcast.net ................479.6
24 Murali ............................... Corey Snow ................Cyclometh .............................. cyclometh@gmail.com .......................433.0
25 Yani .................................... David Harrington.....The Grey ................................................................................................... 428.2
26 Tokatl ................................ Shelley Woodberry  ..Skipperway .............................desrik@comcast.net ............................ 418.7
27 Sakkar ............................... Nelson Merritt...........hemmy ....................................nelson.merritt@wachovia.com ......... 350.5
28 Carcë ................................. Joe Cirillo ...................Conqueror Worm................. jcirillo@lcmarketing.net ....................342.7
29 Yax’te ................................. Tyler Baumgartner ....rawhidekid ............................. tylerbaumgartner@gmail.com .......... 331.5
30 CM/Reform .................... Erik Bankson .............Templar ................................... erik.bankson@gmail.com ................. 328.4

Miscellaneous Rabble

31 Duedhyn/Merryn .......... open for a player ...............................................................................................................................261.2
32 Putini ................................ open for a player ...............................................................................................................................238.9
33 CM/Trads ........................ open for a player ...............................................................................................................................129.8
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